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CHAPTER I
IN'l'RODUCTION

Thomas Stearns Eliot \-Jrote only s e ven dramatic works,
whlch include the unfin:i. she d fragments
the page ant play, The Rock.

.§we~ll£I f!8,qn t_~~

and

These works show the ways Eliot

put into practice his own theories about the relationship of
drama and verse.

Although their relative merit;s are the

subject of considerabl e critical controversy, each play
affords a rich t heatric a l experience.

This st udy att empts

to assess the real value of Eliot's work and see ks to ex plore
the relations hip betwe en his avowed :i.nt ont lon s

~o

communicate

in the theatre, and the finished product of hi s labor s 6
Necessarily, we must examine his views on art, religion,
drama., and verse because all of these are part of the
creative process.
My primary concern in judging will be the relationship between the playwright's intentions a.nd his fini s hed
work.

The question whether a play communicates whu.t hliot

intended is parainount.. l'he criteria for answering ivill be
Eliot 1 s ot..Jn opinions on verse drama. as outlined in thls
introductory chaptor.
Eliot never believed in art for art 1 s sake.
well known essay, "'Tradition and Individual Talent,"

-------1

~:·. S. Eliot,

~~Wood

(London:

----------

In his
l

Eliot

11
'l'radit.ion and Indiv idu a l Tale nt, 11 The
l1ethuen & Co, Ltd., l {J66), p. 50.

2

talks of' an order of works of art which is constantly
reordered in view of new contributions to it and which also
exerts influence over the creation of new works of art.

He

cannot accept criticism which does not draw on the past for
comparison, analogy, elucidation.

Not only is there an order

in art, but also art's purpose is to disclose to us the
larger ordering which Eliot took to be present in all
reality.

He

wrote,

For it is ultimately the function ln imposing a
credible order upon ordinary reality, and thereby
eliciting some perception of an order in reality, to
bring us to a condition of serenity, stillness, and
reconciliation; and then leave us, as Virgil left
Dante~ to proceed tow a rd a re gion where that guide
can avail us no further. 2
Poetry qu a art form appear s in the context of Eliot's
larger views about art, which he felt s erved a distinct
purpose:

the advancement of culture.

And this is what I mean by the social function .
of poetry in its largest sense: that it does, in
proportion to its excellence and vigour, affect
the speech and the sensibility of the whole nation.3
'l'o understand the implications of thls sweeping statement, we
must ask how Eliot conceived poetry, and what influence he
thought tt could exert on a "whole nation."

First, "poetry

.

has primarily to do with the expression of feeling and
emotion; and that feeling and emotion are particular, whex•eas

general.~~~-

thought is
2

Yet the relationship of the poet to

.

•r. s.

,t;liot, Poet
Harvard University Press;

ley

and Drama (Cambridge Mass.:

5TJ,

~TU.

31•. s. Eliot, On Poetrx_ and Poets (New York: Farrar,

Strau.s and Cudahy,
!~ .

1957T,

Ibid., P• 8.

p.

IZ.

.

3
the particular does not bind his work up in the personal.
Carol Smith in her study T.
Pr~ct!ce

s.

Eliot's Dramatic Theca

~d

says that for Eliot,

'rhe individual mind is less important than the mind
of 'tradition' and thus the poet should strive not to
express his own individual personality but to provide
a medium which can best express the impression s,
experi ences, and emotions which are common
all
manklnd, not those which are unique to him.

go

Eliot conceives poetry as conveying univers al
the poet 1 D consciousness.

~na g es

born of

In addition, he feels that poetry

can speak to everyone, regardless of his place in society.
He writes;
It is enough that in a homo geneous people the
feelings of the most refined e.nd complex have something
in common with tho s e of the most crude and simp le,
which th0y have not in common Hith tho s e of peop l e of
their own level speaking anothe r langua ge. And, when
o.. c:i.vi:Liz, a tion is he aJ.thy, the great poet v-1111 h a ve
some t-h:l.n g to s2..y t.o hls fellow c o unt.rymen at every
level of education. 6
For Eliot;, then, poetry i.s capable of communicating to
mankind, to every man, (which is perhaps a surprising
doctrine for a man who feels it necessary to footnote his
own poetry).

He also feels that the natural manifestation

of poetry leads one to the theatre.
The most useful poetry, socially~ woulli be one
which cut across all the present stratifications of
public taste -- stratifications which are perhaps a
sign of social disintegration. The ideal medium
for poetry, to my mind, and the most direct means
5Carol Sml th, 'l'.S. Eliot 1 s Drama tie 'l'heor..1. ~
Pro.ctic~ (Princeton, New Jersey!Princeton University
J:>ress, 1963), P• 7.
6'1'. S. Eliot Poetr:.y_ and Drama, p. 4J.
1

4
of social
And again,

1

usefuln~ss'

for poetry, is the theatre.

7

11 1

l'he drama is perhapa the most permanent, is

capable of greater variation, and expressing more varied
types of society than any other [art for!!]."

8

T.S. Eliot came to the theatre seeking the widest
posslble audience and the most "social" art form.

Various

reasons for Eliot's turn from poetry to playwriting have
been offered.

Carol Smith says, "His metamorphosis into a

playwright can be explained, I am convinced, only by an
understanding of the development and the interrelationship of
9
his ideas concerning religion and art."
Hugh Kenner sees it
as part of the general nature of literary art:
Did not James Joyce pe rceive a n a tural rhythm in
the artist's de velopment, lyric to epic, t o dramatic,
th~ ~r ti s t p ro gress iv e ly eff a cing hims e l f as his th eme s
increas i n gl y re late thems elves to othar people,
incre a s ingly se parate themselves from his private
exper i e nc e and become components of some a utonomous
world which his imagination bodie ~ forth and which·
demands independent articularion? • O

Both of these viewpoints contaln some truth.

The first

certainly accounts for Eliot's desire to reach as wide and
divergent an audience as possible, as we shall see when
considering his religious beliefs and motivations.

Surely

his views on art indicate the relationship which he felt

7T.S. Eliot, The Uses of Poetry and the Use of
Criticism (Cambridge, Mass:=--r.larvard lJniversity PresB;

I9J2T,~

152-3.

8Eliot, 1'he Sacred Wood, p. 61.
9

10

York:

carol Smith, op. cit., P•

4·

Hugh Kenner, ~he Invisible Po e t:
HcDowell, Obolensky, 1959), p.l.913".

~.S.

Eliot (New

existed between reality and art's ability to illuminate that
reality, but· we still do not know why the dramatic medium
seems to him the best.

Kenner's conjecture has all the

movement occurring within the poet and places emphasis upon
the creative impulse itself.

Eliot partially answers Kenner

with his theory of three voices of poetry.

The first voice

is that of the poet speaking only for himself (the lyric of
Kenner).

The second is the voice of the author speaking to

others (epic), and the third is the created character
speaking wj_th a life of its own (drama tic.) o

However,

instead of a progression, in which the poet continually
"effaces

himself'~

i n favor of a more impersona l voice, Eliot

believer:; that they are all co-present in

drama~

I am incline d· to bt31.ieve tha t a ll three voices
are audible. First, the voice of each character:
so tha t of each utterance we can say, that it could
only have come from that character. ~here may be
from time to time and perhaps when we le&st notice .
it, the voices of the author and the character in
unison, saying something appropriate to the
character, but something which the author could say
for himself also, thou gh the words may not have
quite the same meaning for both ••• And finally
there are the lines, in plays by one of the supreme
poetic dramatists, in which we hear a more impersonal
voice still than that of either the character or the
author.
The three voices theory argues for the efficacy of dramatic
poetry over any other kind.

Verse drama. alone allows for a

multi.pliclty of levels or voices which may communicate with
an audience, subjectively or objectively; personally or
impersonally.

6
Furthermore, the relationship between poetry and
drama achieves a ·unique effect.

1og~ther

they evoke through

the use of words and rhythm, elements of human

exper~ience

which are usually extra-verbal, and mainly unconscious.

At

the same time they are imbedded in human nature and reality,
and are comprehenslble to evePyone.

Ellot is expliclt in

his meaning;
It seems to me that beyond the nameable,
classifiable emotions and motives of our conscious
life when directed toward action -- the part of life
which pros e drama is vJholly adequate to express -there is a fringe of indefinite extent, of feeling
which we can only detect, so to speak 1 out of the
corner of the eye and can never completely focus;
of feeling of which we are only aware in a kind of
temporary detachment from action ••• 'J.'h:i.s peculiar
range of sensibiLity can be expressed by dramatic
poetry at its moments of greatest intensity •• • To
go as far in this direction a s it ls possible to go,
without losing that contact with the ordinary every ~
day ~w J. •ld ·;iit.h ~·J hich drama mtJ.s t come t.c t>·n·ms, seems
to me t.he proper aim of dramatic poetry.12

In his analysis of Eliot's plays, David Jones explains the
relationship bet•111een verse and droma as

@ heightened awareness Lwhic.!Y' stems partly fi•om
the power of poetry to give access to deeper levels
of being. Rhythm seems to act as a kind of release,
somewhat after the fashion of hypnosis, and the
images which rise from the depth of the unconscious·
yield a kind of sensuoui apprehension of experience
not available to prose. 3
Eliot feels that at the height of intense experience,
we tend to express ourselves in verse. 1 4
12.t:liot, .toetr;t, and .Dr·~, p.

'rhere is an inner

42.

l3David Jones, The Pla~ of 'l'.f',. ~l:l..ot {Toronto:
Universi t.y of 'l'oronto fress-;-!960},

p:--rs-.---

Faber~

l4'l'.S. Eliot, Selected Essays. (London:
1951), P• 34.

Faber &

c6nnectedness which now becomes apparent in Eliot's evolution
toward theatre.
and universal.

His theory of art d{ctates that it be social
His theory of poetry insists that poetry

alone has the power to tap those edges of feeling which exist
on the fringe of our consciousness, and to evoke greater
awareness of these experiences and their place in the order
of reality.

Eliotian theory establishes d·r·ama

a.s

the art

form -vJhi.ch communicates the feelings of poetry to the widest
segment of people.
Religious commitment is an additional f a ctor present
in Eliot's involvement in theatre.

Eliot had converted from

the Unl tar·ian to the Anglican Chu:r:>ch.

He was a deeply

involved church membe:r:>, att e nding mass often, even daily,
believj>ng in or thodox dogma and the au t ho x•i ty of the church
hierarchy.

A corollary to Eliot's personal commitment is his

evangelical bent.

Carol Smith writes,

Eliot's whole intellectual movement toward a
social mission for himself as a poet which emerged
durlng the 1930 1 s is, I believe, the most important
single fact in the ex£;anation of Hhy he turned to
the writing of plays. ·

In the 1930's, Eliot penned many political and
religious commentaries concurrent Hith his plays.

Towards

1' h~

Defil}J:.tJon of

.Qill.ll.~

After

were published in addition

to his writings for Cri tori on and 'l'he

±:J_~ E,ngl~~!:!

\·Jeek1z.

Eliot's theological position shifted during this period
toward redemption throueh community rather than through

l5Cnrol Smith, op. cit., P•

24.

8
a~cetic

renunciation$ but hi s desire to persuade people of

Christian values remained constant.

Smith has called Eli.ot

militant in this regard:
The 1930's might be called T.S. Eliot's peribd
of militant Christianity .•• At the end of the decade
even his gift of irony seeme d to have escaped him and
the tone of his v.~orks of 'Christ1an sociotggy' became
almost desperately· serious and polemical.The qua lification on Eliot's persuasiv e intent was
that Eliot recognized pPopaganda ca1mot be art.

He was

cr·i tical of' both Shaw and Goethe because their drama existed
only to exemplify their theories.
· I do not find that any drama which 'embodies a
philosophy' of the author 1 s (lik e Faust) or which
illustrates any social the ory (llke S haw ~ s) can
possibly f'u1{.i.ll the requir ements ••• [of artistie
exc.e llenc_ij. f

To ese ap e a te ndt3 nc:y tow a.:c·d pe dantie l'hEJ tor:tc on the
one hand, and tmvard limited effetism on the other, both of
which he a.bhorred, El1ot deepened his own artistic standards
of excellence and his understanding of the relationship
between poetry and his audience.

As for the former

point~

he held "where you have 'imitations of life on the stage'
with speechs the only standard that we can allow is the
standard of the work of art, aiming at the same intensity at
which poetry and other forms of art aim."

18

writing for a lar•gel' public secured this aim.

Eliot felt that
The importance

of the large public is underscored in this frequently quoted
passage:

16

r bid • ' p • 18-19 •
17Eliot, the Sacred Wood, p. 68.

18

I bid.

9
Possibly the majority of attempts to confect a
poetic drama have begun at the wrong end; they have
aimed at the small public which wants 1 poetry 1 , • • •
'.I'he Elizabethan drama was aimed at a public which
l-Ianted entertainment of a crude sort, but vJOuld
stand a good deal of poetry: our problem should be
to take a form of entertainment and subject 1t to the
process which would leave it a form of art. 1 ~
The work of the poet Yeats in the theatre
interesting compar i son.

His p l ays

we~e

~akes

for an

written fo r the

drawing room public, a theatrical elite; and while some o.f
his \-Jork, particularly the later pieces, have made some

significant contributions to drruna, 20 they in principle
oppose Eliot 1 s understanding of poetic dPama.

1'hey do not

strive to eommunicate to everyone, and they subordinate the
drama to the poetry 1 'l>lhich Eliot. believed is wrong.

The

poetry tb.en creates an artificlal \·Jorld, which is not. its
propei' purpose.
What we have to do is to bring poetry into the
world in which the audience lives and to which it
returns when it leaves the theatre; not to transport
the audience into some imaginary world totally unlike
their o~~~ an unreal world in which poetry can be
spoken.
The way to deal with this problem i s to unify the poetry and
the drama in such a way that the audience is not conscious
of the poetry.
It is unfortunate when they {the audienc~ are

19 Ibid. I p. 70.
20
rt is interesting to note that Eliot praises the
later work of Yeats for simplifying the verse: n'l'he
beautifulllne for its own sake is a luxury dangerous even for
the poet who has made himself a virtuoso of the technique of
the theatre. 11 Eliot, On Poetr:t; Ell~ Poets, p. 304.
21
Eliot, l:'O£F.:t and Drame.z p. 31.

10
repelled by verse, but it can also be deplorable when
they are attracted by verse -- if that means that they
are prep~red to enjoy the play and the language of the
play as two separate things. The chief effect and
style and rhythm ln dramatic speech, W2ljther it be
prose or verse, should be unconscious. ~
Eliot frequently uses the Elizabethans, and
Shakespeare in particular as examples of what poetic drama
should do.

We have already seen that he agreed with the kind

of public anticipated in their pla.ywri t.ing.

He also believed

their understanding of the relationship between verse and
drama was the correct one:

"Qra.matic poetry does not
interrupt but intensifies the dramatic situation.n 2 3 At
Harvard for the Theodore Spencer Memorial Lecture in 1950,
Eliot examined a passage from Hamlet Act I sc.l and
concluded,
~his is great poetry, and it is dramatic; but
besides being poetic and dramatic, it is something more.
There emerges, when we analyze it, a kind of musical
design also which reinforces and is one with the
dramatic movement. It has checked and accelerat2ft
the · pulse of our emotion \...Jithout our knowing it. l

And in reference to

hi~

own work,

I start with the assumption that if poetry is
merely a decoration, an added embellishment, if it
merely gives people of literary tastes the pleasure
of listenlng to poetry at the same time th~t they are
witnessing a play, then it is superfluous. 5

These views on poetry lead to a trend in Eliot's
plays away from elaborate langu.age.

Indeed, some critics

have said that there is no poetry at all in the later plays.
While we will consider criticism later in the analysis of the
22

Ibid.

I

24Ibid.,

p. 12.
P• 19.

23 Ibid., p.

25'

35.

Ibid., P• 10.

ll

plays, it might be well to notice hoH clear Eliot's judgments
on this point are:
But if our verse is to have so \-Jide a. range that
it can say anything that has to be said, it follows
that it will not be 'poetry' all the time. It will
only be 'poetry' when the dramatic situation has
reached such a point of intensity that poetry becomes
the natural utterance, because then it is th~ only
lang~gge in v-~hlch the emotions can be expressed at
all.
We have now defined as one prlnciple of Eliot's
dramatic writing, the relationship of the verse to the \-vhole.

A closely allied second characteristic is the textual richness of the work.

There is poetry not only in the actual

verse, but in the fabric of the plays as well.

That

is~

the

plays evoke levels of meaning in the consciousness and
subconsciousness of the audience which tie into the universal
nature of' rns.nkindo

These levels are most the deliberate and

consistent feature of Eliot's plays.

Hemembering this

emphasis on tradition and the influence of the past on the
present, we can understand the pervasive . elements from Greek
drama.

Kliot uses i.t as a polnt of departure, and adopts it

loosely to his modern, Christian themes.

Along with Greek

under•pinnings, Ellot uses a mythical base involving birth,
death, renewal, and frequently allowing for a spiritual
sickness being cur·ed by the ritualistic cook-doctor·.
Thematic motif will be discussed in context.

Finally,

Christian ritual and symbols are employed tliToughout.

The

Greek plots and the mythic substructure exist to support and
26

r:'

Ibid., P• l;Jo

12
deepen the point, which is always Christian.

The reason for

employing them is to enrich the dramatic texture by including
influendes from tradition and to give the audience the
greatest barrage of meaning possible.

Carol Smith writes:

Moreover, the existence of the earlier forms in
the later plays provided a solution to the vexing
problem which Bliot had discussed in 'The
Possibility of a foetic Drama' -- the question of
how an artistically satisfying whole could reach all
elements in a heterogeneous public. An underlying
mythical structure might provide a deeper level of
meaning 1-vh ile the surface presented B.n analogue
palatable to t~Qse in the audience who sought
entertainrnen t.. r
So this multi-level schema is a way of maintaining artistic
excellence while appealing to a large public, and thus
fulfills Eliot 1 s view of what poetic drama should do.

The

impJJ.cations of thit1 app roach for the au.di.ence are notable:
For the educated audience who is aware of the symbols
employed, ther·e is a conscious richness, but for the
theatre-goer who has not read the Greek plays and who knows
nothing of myth, an unconscious richness can be experienced
in the vague familiarity with a plot which has been diffused
thi'ough our culture for centuries or through an understanding
of the life, death, rebirth symbols which are intuitive and
pre-cognitive elements in experience anyway.

The appeal to

archtypes is another example of the influence on a nation of
its language and culture, as Eliot theorized.
~~en

considering the surface action in most of

Eliot's plays, (all, perhaps, but

Murd~

in the

Cath~dral

where the historical base of the situa.tion is apparent) we
2 7carol Smith, op. cit., p. 47.

13
discover that they are not realistically probable dramas.
Kenner cites . this tendency,
~hich brings us to the other principal component
of Bliot 1 s dramatic method: his unemphatic use of a
structure of incidents in which one is not really
expected to believe, thus throwing attention onto
the invisible drama of volition and vocation. The
plot provides almost playfully, extern a l and
stageable points of reference for this essentially
interj_or drama... It coheres with the conspieuous
neatness that sustains comedy, and it SLays
sufficiently trite not to deform the characters -v.Ji th
grotesque preoccupations.2b

Kenner applies this statement only to comedies, but

1l.l~~

,Eamily Reunion shares this charaeteristic, because the point
of such a device is not limited in its usefulness to comedy.
Significant illumination of .Eliot 1 s pLlrpose is found in a.n
early essay in The

SacY,~d

dood.

A speech in a play should never appear to be
inten de d to mov e us as it might conceivab ly move
other characters in the play for it is essential that
we should preserve our position of spectators, and
observe always ~rom the outside though with eomplete
understand:i..ng.2
Eliot does not mean that he does not want us moved.

Indeed,

he has said elsewhere that the whole exploration of a new
realm of feeling is the purpose of poetry.

In naturalistic

theatre which flourished during the period in which he wrote,
the tendency was to make characters and situations so
believable that the audience 1 s rapt attention \vas focused on
the particular and did not perceive the general, universal
themes even where they existed.

28

Eliot rejected preoccupation

Kenner, op. cit., P• 337.

29E.+iot,

'l, he Sc.cred Hood, p.· 82.

14
with the particular, and used cr:i.tical distnnct!!S to correct
his flaw.

'l'he principal works both for and against some of

his

as we shall see.

play~,

Besides the various levels of interpretation possible
in an Eliot play, a hlerarchy among the characters reveals
levels of spiritual awareness.

On the lowest level are the

people with whom Eliot thought the audience would probably
identify, the people vJho
that is happening.nJO

11

do not underst a nd a slngle thing

These characters are flat and

superficial, us ually comic.

Doris and .Dusty in Sweene.x_

Ag_Qniste s , the aunts and uncles in rrhe Famj_lx Reunion, the
women of Canterbury in Hurde r in .t_he ..Qathe dr£L_1. -- all are
ex amples of this level of understanding.

Then Eliot has

crented part i ally enl ightened char a cterG with whom the
educated or more spiritually aware (not necessarily synonymous) members of the audience vJOU.ld identify.

rl'he Third

Priest in Hurder in the Cathe dr·a)..;, the sybil-aunt Agatha or
cousin l'1ary ln l'h e

F a~;y

Reunion, the guardians in The,

Cocktail Partr are representative of' these types.

Finally,

the spiritually elect, the one usually unaware at the start

.

of the play who passes through some spiritual purification
during it, and who seems to have greater potential for the
spiritual life then the rest of us, audience and characters,
completes the group of character sketches.

The theme of . the

spiritual journey, the working out of salvation by the

30'l' .s. Eliot, The Fam:1.11 Reunion (London:
Faber, 1945), p. 127.

Faber &

spiritually elect and its effect on the body of Christians
who are touched by his life, is the 6onstant theme of Eliot's
work.

The sharp delineation of levels of understanding in

his characters blurs in the later plays as Eliot becomes more
concerned with showing the gradual transformation possible in
all the characters through encounter \·.Ji th the spiritual
pilgrim.

The flat comic characters fill out and gradually

exhibit a less limited avJar·eness like Lady Elizabeth in
Confidential,

Tl~

and the middle level chara.cters may move

Clerk~

in awareness, too, such as Lacasta Angel in the .srune play or
they may double as comic characters like Julia in
CockttJ.i:h Iar t Y. •

Ib£

The emphasis of the lat 13r plays shifts f'rom

. the individual hero to the social group.

The spiritual

pil·grim 1 s journey then become s co-present n'l the for'egr•ound
with other interactions and growth in the larger circle of
characters.

Nevertheless, these are matters of emphasis, and

the generHl pattern of simple sur•face action under-lald \vith
Greek, mythic, and Christian symbols and emphasizing the
struggle tm·J ard spiritual life of a

11

speci.altt person and a

communi t:.y are present in all Eliot's mature work from !.furder,

---

..

.

in the -Cathedral
on.
....
We have already mentioned the naturalistic genre

which dominated the theatre from the time of Ibsen.

A

paradox accompanies both Eliot's attitude toward this t.r~nd3l

31srnith states ~liot's attitude:

"By rejecting the
discipline of abstraction, drama condemns itself to the
'desert of exact likeness to reality which is perceived by
the most commonplace mind.' It thereby forfeits the greatness of universality and tlmelessness." Carol Smith, op.
cit.., P• 12e

16
and the general hostility to verse drama during t.l1.e early
decades of the

t~entieth

century.

Eliot wanted to establish

a new and acceptable form foro verse drama, but he felt it
necessary to succ ee d in the theatre partially, at least, on
its own terms.

Eliot's initial writing .for the theatre

contains many anti-naturallstic devices:

choruses, lyric

odes, and the legendary Eumenides for The

~ll

Reunion.

Gradually, these disappear until any and all matters of
ritual are hidden within the dramatic surface, and all
Furies and other . supernatural agents are banished.

The

chorus convention was the first such device to go.

Th~se

modifications were concessions made to theatre critici sm
which was accustomed to applying the categories of the
dominant style.
11

Complaints~

for example 1 about the

epi1ogue 11 character of the ending of The F'amili[ Reunion or

The

-~~~.1

Partil. were frequent.

In each of these plays,

the completion of the mythic substructure constitutes a
ritual celebration, as :tn thE: rune around the birthday cake in
The

For Eliot, these are integral parts of

F~~1l Reuni~.

the total meaning of the play.

..

'l'hey are not meant to b·e

anticlimactic, but rather to bring the community, audience
and players together in a kind of ritual celebration and
acknowledgement of the pattern of the play which could be
equated with the unfolding of the will of God.

The critics,

however, did not accept these conventions because they were
not current in the dominant school.
futur~

Eliot scrapped them for

plays and conformed more nearly to contemporary

methods.

Many feel comprorni se weakened the later· plays by

1'"(

decreasing the richness and suggestiveness of the earlier
dramas. 32 Today; the theatre is multi-genre. The audiences
and critics would have no problem accepting choric chants,
ritual dances, nor even the Eumenides.

In support of the

argument that Eliot did not need to give up such devices,
E. Martin Brovme tells us of

Th~ E.~mil;y Re~ion,

11

\rJith all

its faults (over-stressed, to my mind, by its author), wi.th
all its i.neqLlalities and obscu.d.ties, 'l'he Famil.x, ReunioQ_ is
the one of the modern plays which is the most constantly
revivect. 1133
I will consider each play specifically.

To them, we

can bring some criteria for judgment bas e d on Eliot's own
theori e se

Foremost among these is the question of what was

commun :i: cat e d to the
Eliot intended.

aLldi e n~e

and \<Jhether or not it was what

I will ask whether there is a structural

imped:l..ment or f1aH or lack in the play which prevents the
intended meanings to converge.

Secondly, the play must

speak to a general public, for Eliot wanted to touch people
at their own level and move them, even if

ever-so-sli~htly.

'l'hirdly, the language must support and enhance, not over·shadow or detract from the dramatic action.

Fourthly,

universal themes must be present throughout, in keeping with
Eli.ot 1 s understanding of art.

Finally 1 critical distancing

32 carol Smith says,

na theatrical work which i3
doomed to the no mru1 1 s land between two kinds of theatre"
results. op. cit., p. 33.

33E. Martin Brot-me, The
(Cambridge:

Hakl.!:!E, of T.s. Eliot's
University Press;-1%9), p-.343'7-

Pl.~
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must be preserved where, applicable.
After the premier of 'l'he Cocktall Party_ at the
Edinburgh Festival, a housewife's opinion of the play
appeared in one critic's column:
She said that she liked the play immensely. She
didn't pretend to understand it all, but it had sent
her away from the theatre with her mind in a furious
state of activity and her heart aglow. It had been
very hot and stuffy where she was sitting, but all the
time she was very conscious of seeing a theatre put
to its real purpose which she doesn't always feel •• e
Mr. Eliot is not a housewife's poet, but we thought
that an entirely unsolicited word of praise from the
kitch en sink would not altogether discountenance
him.3 4
·

34.Ibid., p. 23 4 •

CHAPTER II

Nevill Coghill:

Mr •. Eliot:

S\o!_~~Y.
wl~ite

Tell me, Mr. Eliot, who is Sweeney?
How do you see him?
What sort of man is he?
I think of him as a man who in
younger days was perhaps a
professional pu g ilist, mildly
successful; who then grew older
and retired to keep a pub.l

Agonistes ( 192ll), Eliot 1 s first attempt to

dramatic verse, was not wr·1tten specifically for

production, and remains unfinished.

Originally published in

two par.ts s "Fragmen t of a Prologllen and
now appear under the title Sweene;y

11

Fre.gmRnt of Agonn

Jl. g onist.e~,

with the sub-

title "Fragments of an Aristophanic Melodrama".

It has not

been frequently produced and is only important as ·an
experiment which prefigures much of his later work, particularly in matters of style, theme, and symbolism.
own merits, Sweeney is inconsequential.

On its

Coherence,

unification, and character development are all lacking.

An

audience cannot be expected to respond positively to its
production.

Before elaborating on these judgments, I will

examine Eliot's intentions for the poem.

A key to understanding

~he

"Fragments 11 lies in · two

1

Nevill Coghill, 11 Sweeney Agonlstes," T.S. Eliot:
Symposl:~~~' eds. Richard March and. 'rambimuttu, p-:--'86.

---------------------------------------------------------------
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epigraphs which preface the work.
Orestes:
I see them:

You don't see them, you don't-- but
they are hunting me down, I must move on.
-- Choephoroi.

Hence the soul cannot be possessed of the divine union,
until it has divested itself of the love of created beings~
St. John of the Cross • .: :
Both epigraphs employ aforementioned Greek and Christian
allusions.

The first one refers to the Furies which pursue

Orestes after he kills Clytemnestra and Aegisthus, and Hhich
will not leave him alone until he. achieves purga tion.

The

second refers to the tHo-fold nature of St. John's search for
God.

The first stage is sensual renunciation, characterized

here by the charge to divest oneself
beings .
the

ot

the love of created

'J!he second stage involves spiritual blaekness when

seeke1.~

must co:rJ.e t.o terms 1vhtch his

inner

Ol-m

ment, his sins, his wretched conditi.on.

impovel~i s h-

'l'he Furies are the

irmer tor·ments which the seeker experiences in going through
the second condition of darkness described by St. John.
Together, the epigraphs describe the search for God through
Greek and Christian references.
Another important key can be found in the subtitle,
"Fragments of an Aristophanic Helodrama."

Aristopbanes wrote

comedy with underlying tragic elements, and Sweeney conforms
to this mold.

Secondly, and more import B.nt ly, Eliot was

acquainted with Conforc'l.' s 'The Origins pf Att.ic Comed:t..
Cornford had analysed Aristophanic drama in terms of an
underlying ritualistic and mythlc structure.
2

•r.s •. Eliot,

The myth

Collected Poems of 'l'.S. l!:liot, p. lJS.
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irivolves a conflict of good and evil, the sacrifice of the
good man, sometimes a god, and his rebirth
terms symbolizing ain and expiation.

~-

in Chri.stlan

The Agon is that part

of the procedure which dramatiies the confiict between good
and evil principles, the killing of the sacrificial offering,
and his dismemberment.

He is then cooked and eaten i.n the

communal celebration and is restored to life through this
process.

The ritual represents the renewal of life in

spring~ 3
Swe.£_ney !;_g_Qrd.stes opens with a pair of Eliot's
11

f'lat" characters sitting in their apartment, talking about

a man named Pereira.

'l'he tvw girls are

lo~~er

and speak in repet.i tious clipped phrases.
Perc :tra-.: be cause

11

speak to Doris.
can't

talk~

They don 1 ti like

Ho 1 s no gentleman 1 Perc ira:

II
trust him! 11 -r (p. i37)

class types

You ca.,":lt t

Mr. Pereira calls on the phone to

Dusty tells him she has caught a chill and

She says Doris hates doctors and hopefully they

won't have to call one.

Pereira should call back on Monday.

After the phone call, the girls "cut the cards" to see what
is going to happen that night \vhen Sam, a friend of the"irs,
will come over with some of his buddies.

They take this

.fortune telling seriously, becoming excited or worried as the
cards turn up.

'l'he first card is the King of Clubs and the

girls say it could be either Sweeney or Pereira.

Next they

3Frnncis N. Cornford, 'l'he Or:tgin of Attic Comedy,
p. 103-104.

Poems.

ttAll

quoted passages are from T.S.

~liot,

Collected
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cut the three which means

'new~

of an absent friend.'

Then

the Queen of Hearts which Doris says might be any of them
since they are a.ll hearts.

'l'he r>eferent is ambiguous, but

seems to be the women only.

Next, a card appears that means

.'a quarrel, an estrangement, separation of friends.'

Then

they draw the two of Spades which signifies the coffin.
Doris says she is sure it is hers because she dreamed of
weddings ''all last night"

(p.l~l).

Sam and his thr•ee friends · appear, two of them
Arnerican business men.

They are flat, comic characters,

slightly ri.diculous and obviously sterotyped, as their names
irnply:

Hr ~ Klips tein, Nr •.Krumpacker, Captain Horsfc:tll, and

Sam Wauchope.

'l'he prologue ends vJi th Klip and K.rum agreeing

thBt .I( London

a gl·eat p}.ace but

:Ls

ua

little too gay for us."

The prologue foreshadows the Agon.

It opens with

the party in full swing, with the additional guests, Swarts,
Snow, and Sweeney.

Sweeney is engaged in conversation with

Doris in a fantasy about one being the missionary and the
other being the cannibal on a cannibal isle.
Svweney:.

I 1 11 be the carmi bal.

Doris:

I'll be the missionary.
I'll convert youl

Sweeney:

I'll convert yout
Into a stew.
A nice lit&le, white little, missionary
stew. (p. 146)

Sweeney tells Doris that life on this isle has no telephones,
motor cars, etc., nothing at all but three things:
copulation, and death.

birth,

Doris claims she would be bored, and

2.3
Sweeney agrees without emotion or argument.
A musicai interlude closes this discussion with a
frivolous song about life on the isle.

Then Sweeney begins

telling them all about a man who murdered a girl and kept her
in a bath in a gallon of lysol.
"any man might do a eirl in.

Indeed, Sweeney says that

Any man has to, needs to, wants

to Once in a lifetime, do a girl in."(p. 151)

Sweeney

describes how isolated the man feltt
He didn't know if he HaS alive
and. the g irl was dead
He didn't know if the girl was alive
and he \-laS dead
He didn't know if they were both alive
or both dead •••
•••

There wasn't any joint
There wasn 't a ny j oint
Fo r when y ou're alone
When you're alone like he was alone
You're either or neither
I tell you again it don't apply
Death or life or life or death
Death is life and life is death (p. 152)
Sweeney complains that he has to use words which do not
really comm.unic a te 1 but that it does not matter anywaJ
whether they understand or not.

rl'he Agon ends in song

depicting a nightmare filled with ghosts (the Hoo Ha 1 s)
which pursue their victims with relentless though unnamed
threat.
Sweeney Agonistes 7 by itself apart from Cornford and
St. John, has little apparent meaning.

It is difficult to

understand the relationship of Sweeney's conversation about
missiQnaries end stews to the•man "once did a girl in."
major problem of

!S}·Jeene~ Agonis~

-- unlike 'l'he Family

1' he
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Reunion which it so closely prefigures -- is the
imposs:l.bility of comprehending the piece apart from understanding the symbolic background upon which Eliot draws.
Sweeney

~ g ontste~

begins to make sense if we see

Sweeney in a double role in the action.

One role is disclosed

in the card cutting when the girls decide that the King of
Clubs could be either Sweeney or Pereira.

Carol Smith points

out that Pereira is a medicine made from the bark of a
Brazilian tree and used to mitigate or remove fever.

It was

named after Jonathan Pereira, a London professor of medicine.
She connects the association of the name to Cornford 1 s
explication of the doctor figure as the ritualistic agent for
the r e b:trth of the sacrificial victim.

5

Dusty and Doris

disli ke him be c a us e he rApr es ents the s piritu a l

~eality

which

they do not \-Je.nt to admit exlsts, e.nd Dusty tells flereira

that Doris dislikes doctors.

If Miss Smith is correct, we

can then see Sweeney offering to bring Doris to spiritual
awareness through the ritual sacrifice, complete to being
cooked and eaten.

Doris refuses this awareness when she

says she would be bored.

The coffin card further marks· Doris

as the potential candidate for sacrifice.

Doris knew the

coffin was hers because she dreamed of weddings.

The mention

of weddings, seemingly so incongruous in context, can be
explained in the Cornford ritual schema because after the
restoration of the god to life, there is a marriage of the

sSmith,

op. cit., p.

L~

o~.

youth to the Mother Goddess in order to renew life in the
spring. 6

A further piece of evidence for Eliot's use of the

cook-doctor symbol is a letter from Eliot to Hallie Flanagan
who produced Sweeney at Vassar.
Cornford be consulted, and that
7
eggs throughout this scene.

Eliot recommended that
S~-veeney

should be scrambling

But Sweeney can only play the doctor fi g ure because
he ID1ows something of the experience of purgation first hand,
and in his second role, as reccunter of the tale of the man
who murdered the girl and kept her in a bath of lysol,
Sweeney is talking of himself.

~he

murderer divests himself

of the love of created beings as St. John mentions -- albelt
very violently

and then passes into the second state of

spir>:tt0.8l sear> c.b; the st Hte of da.rkne ss where de a th seems to
be life and life death, and where one 1 s purs u.ed by the
Furies.
The others at the party cannot undel'S tand SvJeeney.
They do not share in his vision of the world.

He is

isolated and words will not help him to bridge the gap
between his experience and that of his auditors.

Yet at the

very end, something has been communicated, for the last
chorus is not gay but fearful and matches Sweeney's mood as
it sings about the Hoo-ha's.

The Aristophanic chorus is in

opposition to the hero until the end and is then persuaded

6

Cornford, op. cit., p. 188-189.

7Hallie Flanagan, Dynwno, p.

Jl_l·.
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to his vim·JS, and

Sween~l

fits this model.

8

Parts of Sweeney are unquestionably dramatic.

As a

reflection of Eliot's appreciation for music hRll style,
Sween.£X_ -was \vri tten as jazz poetry and was intended to be
played against the background of jazz beats.

The jazz

blends with the ver>se whtch has a rhythm perfect .for the
flat stylization of characters.

Eliot also uses repetition

to u.nders core the vapid quality of the ir• speech:
Dusty:

How about Pereira?

Doris:

What about Pereira?
I

don't care.

Dusty:

You don't care?
Who pays the rent?

Doris:
Dusty:

Yes, he pays the rent.
~Jell

Some
The verse

\~OX'ks

some men don't and some men do
don't and you know who (p. 137)

me~

together with the jazz rhythms to enhance

the mood and the irony of the situation.

Carol Smith writes,

The fact that jazz symbolized the superficial
elements of a modern society of materialistic automatism at the same time that it suggested the primitive
side of man's nature in its throbbing rhythms provided
the kind of double-edged dre.matic device that Eliot
liked best. Both analogy and irony could be develo~ed;
both the most superficial and the most elemental
aspects of the modern world could be su~gested by the
audible rhythm and the vislble setting.
Eliot had always been interested in mQsic halls and
greatly admired Marie Lloyd, popular among the lower
classes who enjoyed this form of entertainment.
8

Cornford, op. cit., p. lOS.

9 C'

•
um~th,

op. c i t., p.. 61 •

Eliot felt
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the middle class theatre la.cl{ed vitality, and also the public
allegiance which the music hall inspired.
incorpo~ates

Sweene;y:_

~goniste!!

various music hall devices such as the musical

interlude, which is nothing more than a simple comic ditty.
'l'he decor of the set is "furnished flat 11 and the characters
depicted are engaged in common activit:tes like cutting the
cards.

Hugh Kenner thinks Eliot Has looking for a form for

future drama..
Like any sensible poet, he would have preferred
a state of society - in which the public capable of
taking an interest in poetry was larger. But that is
not the point. You cannot change your society. No,
his interest in the music hall depended on the
perception thnt a homogeneous conwunity of Londoners
was also interested in it, a corporate culture not
merely passive ••. To handle the music hall, to raise
it to the condition of ritual, would be, not to appeal
to the music hall communj_ty, but to incorporate its
vitality. He was lookin g not for an audien ce but for
-Let us say, a f_orm ••• 1 u
.
.
a su b Ject.
While Eliot was interested in the music hall form because
the public responded to it, it would be far-fetched to say
that he was looking for a permanent form.

Surely, it is the

only work he wrote in this style, although 'I'he

Cq,c_k~l

Paz:}Y.

may be said to portray a similar scene in upper middle class
decor, -v.Jitness the party atmosphere and the song
Riley."

11

0ne-Eyed

We can conclude that like all of Eliot's work, the

later pi.eces incorporate some of the successful effects from
the earlier pieces.
The prior knowledge of myth required to understand
S~eeney

makes the "Fragments" unsuitable for general

consmnption, and Eliot must rely for his audience upon an

---------...
10

Kenner, op. cit., p. 204.
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.intellectual elite.

Indeed, Hupert Doone's production of

in London was attended by thirty people -v1ho could be
. 11
so categorized.
. This elitism obviously contradicts Eliot's

Swe~~

intentions for the theatre.
The main character himself creates another proble m.
Sweeney cannot communicate vd.th the others in his world, nor
with us, in any specific Hay.

He :i.s

of an incompre-

ta~king

hensible experience, at least for the uninitiated.
sim:l.lar problem plagues Harry in

Th~

E.§!ni J_.x

.!i~!li.Cl!l'

A
but in

that play other people are involved who can talk with him.
Through their conversation we can come to understand Harry's
struggles.

No middle people exist to mediate for Sweeney

here; Eliot 1 s levels of characters are not fully developed.
Gr over Smi tih in T .s.

!~ liot'

s Poe tr:i an d

l~ 1 n.y ~,

expresse s a

cri tj_cisrn growlng out of this larger problem:
\·lhen Siveeney says, 1 Death is life and life is
death', there is no evidence wha tever tha t he attaches
to the words any meaning that the other characters
miss or that the audience as a whole, notwith!~ anding
the . 1 gotta use words' passages, cannot grasp.
Smith seems to be saying that one could see Sweeney, also,
as a flat character with no more perception than the rest,
and never jlldge him in any v.my superior.

To a large extent,

characterization is contingent upon the man acting Sweeney.
\vi th proper interpretation, the audience will surely have a
series of strong hints at the underlying seriousness of
Sweeney's character.
11

12

Nevertheless, Grover Smith senses the

Coghill, op. cit., ~·
Grover Smith, 'l'.S.

85.

Eli£~~~

Poetry

~ P l~~.·

p. 112.
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major weakness of the nFra.gmcnts"
present a cogent

meanin~

-u·

the:i.r lnn.bili ty to

through the surface action.

Why dld Eliot leave the

11 Pragmonts"

Kenn.er, who is constantly critical of Eliot

unfinished'?
f

has this

opinion:·
'I'ho grot•.'th of 2~2.!!.~~:Y.. !~f.QI:!_ifJ:: e~ into a completed
pln.y appear s t.o have been inhi bited by Eliot's tvw
interre lated difficulties with the dr ama, his
reluctance to conceive drama as primarily an
orchestrated action, and his bias toward a poetry
that exteriorizes ~~t does not explicate the locked
world of the self .Taking the second critique first, I

can a gree that this

charge of mysterious selfhood applies to SHeen;£1. and limJ.ts

its effectiveness, but reserve t.he. ri ght to chD.llenge its
s.pplication to the lateP plays~

As for i.!.liot 1 s "reluctance

to concei.v e drama as pr:t ma ily an or c. hestn1. t.ed e.ct:i.onJ 11 th :l.s
argument begs the quest:l..on..

§.!:leen~.x

is not f:i.nished rJOr•k;

the action is precisely what is missing; from the script, and

if it had been finished obviously something would have
happened.

It would seem, however, that the problem of

act:!.on is precisely what determined that the nli'ragmentsn
should remain unfin:!.shed -- hut

bee:~~

Eliot Has attentive

to the need for dramatic act:l.on rather than because he was
inattentive.

The

11

F1•agments 11 are written ln such a \-Jay that

action is almost impossible.

The characters incorporate an

ina.bili ty to act vJhich inhibits the action.

Doris :!.s the

person, having drawn the coffin card, marked for some crisis.
If anyone in the play, she should have something happen to

13 .

.

Kenner, op. cit., p. 23)+•
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her.

Yet she cannot accept

Swe~ney's

offer of suffering and

death because she is too insensitive and limited to understand, and she is frightened of what she does not understa nd,
just as she is fri ghtened of Pereira.

Neither cat1. Sweeney

kill her, because after his discussion of the man who killed
the girl in the bath of lysol, the audience strongly
suspect s that Sweeney was the man, and even if he weren't,
the meaning of that experience is apparently clear enough to
him that he does not need to repeat it.

Also, murdering

Doris would upset the delicate balance be t ween his role as
doctor to the sick souls and seeker on the way of St. John.
The most crippling aspect, however, ls that none of the
people at the party is capable of turnin g toward purgation
and s a l va t i on : e v en when Sweeney offe r s it.

Therefore,

SvJeei)._£.Y. mus t remain a kind of table a u -- a series of images.
Sweenex belong s to Eliot's poetry rather than to his plays,
and no one realized that better than Eliot himself •

•

CHAPTER III
THE ROCK
'play' makes no pretense of being 'a
contribution to English dramatic lltere.ture 1 :
it is a revue. My only serious dramatic aim
was to show that there is a possible role
for the Chorus.

Th~

In 1934., Eliot was asked to write a pageant play to
be g iven at Sadler Wells to raise money for the Forty-Five
Churches Fu.."ld.

The request tvas made by Rev. \-Jebb··Odell,

chairman and director· of the Fund.

The pageant play was,.

produced by E. Martin Br owne? and thus began an association
between producer a.nd dramatis.t which la.sted throughout
Eliot 1 s care er.

Browne \<Jrote the scenario for this venture,

and Eliot wrote the verse.

Browne reminisces,

The commission which Eliot had accepted did not
seem a particularly promising one for a dramatisto
But he did not regard the task in that way ••• He
did not feel either able or willing to be responsible
for the scenario of a kind of show of which he had no
exper~ience; but he was willing to provide the words
for one which I s~ould create, so long as he felt in
sympathy with it.
·
There are two features about this attempt which make
it unique.

First, it was presented before a body of people

1

This appeared in a letter from Eliot to The
Spectator, June 5, 1934 as quoted in David Jones, op. cit.,
p.

39.
2.

~

Browne, op. cit., p. ,.
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who presumably formed a community of faith, \vhich held
certain Cr...ristian beliefs already and was open to the same
kinds of suggestion based on these beliefs.

Therefore Eliot

did not have to worry about convincing the skeptics as well
as the believers; all he had were believers.

He wrote

Murder in the Cathedral for a similar audience.
tional circumstance in the comm.ission of

~he

An addi-

Rock not present

i.n that other play was the avowed purpose of soliciting money
for church building.

The Rock can be considered a piece of

propaganda, calculated to touch people in such a way that
they would r.J.ake generous contrlbutlons to the bu:U.ding .fund.
Therefore, the tone of the piece was quite straightforward
and unsubtle, without ulterior levels of meaning.

Eliot

d1sliked this ldnd of polemic, and yet, as vJe see, he under=
stood the endeavoi' as a learning process, particularly for the
purpose of experimenting with choral effects.

Understandably,

Eliot's religious ties made him sympathetic to the project.
The Rock is not successful dramae

Although as a

money raiser the play served well, it suffers from sparse
plot, thin characterization, and limited poetry.

None of

Eliot 1 s own criteria for good dra.rna tic verse is satisfied.
Several reasons for these shortcomings will be discussed.
The Rock consists of a. series of scenes recalling
major events in church history germane to the building of
one particular church.

The workmen who are building the

church become discouraged by the lack of money available to
support the church building and, are skeptical about its

3.3
wrirth in the first place.

However, one of the workmen,
merit~

Ethelber't, is convinced of its

and argues with the

others abot.:tt the meanlng of the church in the modern world.
Various scenes provide analogies from the past including the
Danish Invasion, the rebuilding

o~

Jerusalem, the building of

St. Bartholomew's, and the dedication of h'estminister Abbey.
The Chor·uses provide s. running commentary on the action \-Jhich
links the scenes together.
Eliot remarks in his Prefatory Note that he is
11 li tera.lly

the Author" of only one acted scene. 3

'l'hu.s this

work i.s infer·i.or t;o his other plays from the beginning.

Not

only was Eliot hampered by havlng to conform to the pageant
format$ but one man even haggled with Eliot's choice of
words: -

Vince~t

Howson, a professional actor, was selected

to play Ethe1bex•t, and felt very strongly that l£liot Is
understandlng of Cockney was inferior to his own.
recounts the incident::

Bro-vme

nHe felt that Hr. Eliot 1 s dialogue

was 'not true cockney ••• there are words introduced alien to
the language, not only long words, but slang words.

1

He went

on to give ins ~ances and to expound his view of how the· cockney thinks; and aJ.so to urge that the 'pointing of lines
somet:l.mes needed adjustment .to make sure of their effect.'"
Browne reveals that quite a bit of material was rewritten for
this man.4

It seems a little extraordinary that Eliot should

3All quoted passttges from
(Faber & Faber, 1934).

4Browne,
-

•

op. cit., p. 14.

•r.s.

Eliot, The Roc~

3/.j

take this kind of criticlsm so seriously, but all through his
career as a playwright, Eliot was respectful of other's
critic isms and judgments.

He said to his frlend, Will:l.am

Turner Levy,
The actors are quite helpful. They say to the
director, 1 'l'his line is impossible to say, 1 or, 'I
don 1 t know vJhat this means, 1 end practically all the
tilne they B.re right and I reHri te the lines to suit
them.~

Apart from those circumstances over which Eliot had
llmi ted control, we should do vJe 11 to examine the one scene
which he did author in its entirety and the choruses, which
"\tWn

him cri tlcal acclaim.

T.he scene is comprised of choruses

by two groups, the Redshirts and the Blackshirts, followed by
the Plutocrats.

Each group offers criticism of the church-

building and wishes to win over the people to its particular
cause~

Eliot is deliberately political.

He parodies the

Communist and Socialist movements in his treatment of the
Rodshirts, end with equal vigour the Fascist position in his
treatment of the Blackshirts.

Browne says of this

scene~

Though he had not felt able to plan the whole
play, this scene proves how acLlte his dramatic sense
already was ••• It calls for precise and disciplined
movement to match the suggestion of the mechanization
of thought inherent ig the mass movements of the Red
and the Black Shirts.
The use of verse reinforces the effect and meaning of the
scene and demonstrates Eliot 1 s theory of dra.:natic language.

_>William 'rurner Levy and Victor Scherle, Affectionately, T.S. ~liot {Philadelphia & New York: J. H.
Kippincott Co.,

6_

19b8T,

p.

40.

•

Browne, op. cit., p. 10.
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For the Hedshirts, he uses free verse to mock the speakers:
Our verse
is fr>ee
as the wind on the steppes
as love in the heart of the factory worker
thousands and thousand s of steppes
millions and millions of workers
all t·wrking
all loving
in the citles (p. 43)
The stage directions call for these lines to be
chanted in unison, with military gestures, thus providing the
kind of irony which Eliot loved.

For the Blackshirts, he

used rhymed doggerel, with its sing-song simplistic-sounding
rhythm:
We come as a boon and a ble s sing to all,
Though we'd rather appear in the Albert Hall.
Our methods are new in this land of the free,
We make th e deaf he a r and we make the blind see.
'He 1 re l a\·J ~ lc e er:;in g fello\·U:: i..Jho ma ke our cnm ls.v~s '""·
And

H-3

v!e loorne

SUBS C I~ I

P'l'IONS IN AID

01~'

THE

CLU~3 E!

( p. li-4-)

Grover Smith argues that Eliot over-stereotyped these figures.
It is clear that Eliot was - trying to denigrate
these villains of the scene by making them as silly
and vulg ar in their talk as they are -unchristian in
their views. If in each case he relied too much on
the effects of emotional prejudice amon g his audience,
in a pageant such as this it would not do to give
either the Redshirts or the Blac¥shirts the disruptive
benefits of intellectual debate.
·
Such arguments were superflous because the audience there
assembled was by and large already in agreement with the
sent~nents

which Eliot held on these points.

He could

caricature the political groups freely without having to
justify the burlesque.

-------·7

Grover Smith, op. cit:, p. 173.

l
Smith also opp6sed the multiple use of verse types.
.

.

The verse of the pageant is of seven or eight
different types •.• ThB effect of such variety, inter~
spersed with a like variety of dumb shows, with prose
speeches, and with music, would be morg pleasing if
more systematic or at least, coherent.
Eliot attempted to match the verse form to the tone of the
speech and tc make it serve as an integral part of the
complete effect.
succeeded.

In the scene just noted, it obviously

However, some of the other writing suffers from

disunity and stiffness, for example, \<Jhere the chorus serves
co1mnent on the action, rather tban actively participating in
it.

David Jones writes,
But other choruses tend to be just a series of
reflections on the spiritual deterioration of modern
society.o. These extracts illustrate the stiffness
of much of the choral writi . n g~ It operates upon a
wavelength too short for choral chant o The voice is
Eliot's public voice, precise, measured, met~culous
and this will not serve for group utterance.

One choral passage should serve to illustrate both the
weaknesses and the strength of the writing.
fhe lvord of the Lord came unto me, saying:

1

...

given you hand~ which you turn from worship,
.
given you speech, for endless palaver,
given you my LmJ, and you set up commissions,
e;iven you lips, to express friendly sentiments,
given you hearts, for reciprocal distrust.
given you power of choice, and you only
alternate
Between futile speculation and unconsidered action.
Many are engaged in writing books and printing them,
Hany desire to see their names in pr:1.nt,
Many read nothing but the race reports.
Much is your reading, but not the Word of God,
Much is your building, but. not the House of' God.
Will you build me a house of plaster, with corrugated

I have
I have
I have
I have
I have
I have

8

Ibid.

9

•

Jones, op. cit., p.

46.
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roofing,
To be filled with a litter of Sunday newspapers?
( p.

This

st~ong

1+.5)

chorus builds in intensity with the repetition of

the first words in each line and the careful parallelism.
Along with the formality which such conformity conveys, a
careful contemporary edge is inserted wi.th the images of
corrugated roofing and racing forms.

1'he contrast between

formal and mundane in the language gives added credence to
the irony explicit in the content of the lines.

One voice

could recite SL.lch a piece of rhetoric as easily as many.
Doubtless, delivery by one speaker w·ould tend to eli.minate
the stiffness inherent in a choral recitation.

EJ.iot

realized this fault:
I learnt only th at verse to be spoken by a choir
should be diff er ent from verse to b~ spoken by one
person; and that the more voices you have in your
choir, the simpler and more direct the vocabulary,
syntax, and the content of your lines must be, This
chorus of The Rock v-~as not a dramatic voice; though
many lineswereci'fs trlbuted, the personages were
unindividuated. Its members were spealdng for ~~
not uttering vJOrds that really r~wresented any
supposed character of their own.
Several ideas are implied here,

First, the problem of

writing for choral speech means different kinds of verse
than ifone is writing for oneself.

Secondly, many of these

Choruses vJere to be spoken by unindi viduated characters,
speaking generally.

Lack of vivid characterization (the

Redshirt and Blackshirt scenes are partially exempt from this.
criticism as they are so distinctive) means that the verse
10Eliot, On Poetry and

Po~;

p. 9 8 •
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all tends to be the same:

undramatic, lifeless conunentary.

Finally, Eliot says the che.racters \'/ere speaking for him.

We

know that Eliot intended persuasive propaganda which appears
in the choruses as formal diatribes delivered to the audience •
. 'l'he choruses are Eliot 1 s "second voice, n the · voice of the
poet addressing the audience.

The

11

third voicen seldom if

ever• appears.
Problems with the chorus were rectified in Eliot's
later plays.

J:t,or example, in Murd e r in the Cathedral, the

chorus is more clearly defined in the role of the poor women
of Canterbury.

This chara cterization clearly determines

what they say and how they say it.

In The
Familv Reunion.
---~

--~-~a--.. .

Eliot differentiate 3 the chorus even more by making them
indi vidua.1. mernbers of the play

\Vl1Cl

s.J.so on occasion spesk

c.horally~

In spite of the shortcomings of 'r}fe
choruses assured Bliot favorable reviews.

Roc~,

the

Francis Birrell in

But it is clear that these choruses, admirably
suited for dramatic delivery, and unlike most modern
poetic drama, really are written to be spoken as
well as read. In fact all the way through, both in
the prose and ver s e passages, •.. Mr. ~liot shows
himself a greater master of theatrical technique JJ
than all our professional dramatists put together.·· ·
Such elaborate praise goes overboard.

E. Martin Browne, who

produced the show, is more objective:
They may be uneven, tentative experiments written
against the clock; but these choruses are the most
dramatically vi tal part of the play. 1'hey combine
11

Brov-me, op. cit;., p. 33·
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prophot ic thunder -vli th colloquial speech; and they
use the orchestra of varied voices, mat~ and female,
to create continual dramatic contrast. Caroi Smith has argued that 1.£~ HQSk exemplifies
Eliot's theory of drrunatic levels:
The prose scenes representing the actions of the
modern-day builders were to be the surface of the
drama, which was to be given an added dimension of
historical and cultural importance by the insertion
of relevant incidents from the pas t, one of Bliot 1 s
favorite m!thods of conveying simultaneous analogy
and irony. 3
Her interpretation does not seem convincing.

Part of the

theory of dramatic levels is that the depth and richness of
meaning is implied by but not conta:i.ned in the surface
meaning.

Surely the surface level of Th e Rock includes all

the historical refenences and makes all the comp a risons and
analogie s within t he context of the dialogue.
is ahw.ys exp li.ci t, never implicit.
Agonist~-~-'

The meaning

Compere d to

Sl.Jeen~:r~

1'he Hock ls simplistic, but compared to Eliot's

later work, too, it is quite unsophisticated and limited.

As

for characterization, the Cockney workman who stands for the
committed Christian, Ethlebert, carries much of the mess age
of the pageant, yet he is superficial and his speeches are
mundane.

He is no spiritual pilgrim with special gifts; he

is only a good man who makes the case for God.

The choruses

cannot represent a higher level because they are undifferentiated.

Rather than really having levels, the chorus is a

commentary on the action which is intellectual in content.
12

Ibid., p. 20.

13 carol Smith, op. cit.,rp. 85.
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As for the "action," it involves a variety of types of
people, not without some demarcation in their spiritual
awarene~s,

but all without a real conscious grasp of the

meaning of Christian life in the larger context.
When one suspends the condition that the play must
communicate to the general public, no need for such devices
as dramatic levels persists.
usual standards.

'l,he Rock does not meet Eliot 1 s

However, 'l'he Ho.£[ does sho\.J ·that Eliot was

capable of writing 'Jerse which achieved Lmi ty

bet,.-~een

form

and content, in which one supports the other, and glves an
inkling of the achievements to come in the later plays.

CHAP1' ER IV
MURDER IN 1.1:1-IE CATHEDRAL

The trouble of the modern a ge is not merely the
inability to believe certain things about God and
man which our foref a th er s be liev e d, but the
inability to feel toward God and man as they did.

-- T.s.

Eliot

l

Eliot was asked to write a play for the Canterbury
Festival of 1935, and that play became his best known

reputation is somewhat ironic, be cause the play enjoye d on ly
lim:i.ted success on Broadway and in the \rJest .l.!:nd, and also
because it

\-IJa S

another of those speciB.l pi e ces like Thg. B.\193.;

which wa s not written for the general public.

Eliot said,

I cannot conceive of the play being done on a
conventional sta ge, ••• It is not, after all~ a
commercial endeavoro I wrote it to be performed in
Canterbury C a thed~al as a religious celebration, and
so I would always prefer that it be p e rformed in a
consecrated setting. I do not k~ow \-.1hy anyone t·JOuld
want to see it as entertainment.
Nevertheless, the story of Thomas Becket has the elements of
herolsm and tr·a gedy like honesty, forti tude, and sacrifice
which appeal to non-Christians and Christians alike.
Eliot intended

Murq_~

in

~b.£

Ce.th.edro.l to begin with

the historical basis of the action and include application to
1

EJ.iot, On Poetry

~.9. Poets,

p. lS.

2 Levy and Scherle, op. cit., p. 2 4 •
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contemporary llfe.

The particularly Christian bias of the

\Wrk ls not so exclusive as was rrhe
The Roc~,
----

~ock,

and also, unlike

Murder was not written with the suecifl
c
.

-·

persuasive purpose in mind of raising money for building
churches.

True, the money made at the Festival did go to

preserving Canterbury, but there is no request for pledges
involved, no direct effort to solicit contributions.
Consequently, this play has more integrity as a work of art
than its px•edecessor.
Murder in the Cathedral deals with the inner struggle
of 'l'homas to come to terms Hith his death, and culffiinates in
his subsequent mLu•der.

The past is examined only where

relevant to his present struggle, and the historical
political a i tuati.on and the particula.r circumstances of his
life are only b:d.efly treated.

The work is compact in

telescoping the action to two occasions during the month
before his death.
l1y critique of the play center•s on the ambiguous

purity of Thomas' martyrdom and Eliot's inability to
communic ate a sense for "the wlll of God" to the audience.
If the skeptic can remain unmov ed after viewing this play,
Eliot has failed in his dramatic and religious intentions.
These arguments will be unfolded later.
Part One of the two part tragedy begins wlth the
Chorus made up of the Women of Canterbury sounding an ominous
note of danger:

"Some malady is coming upon us.

We wait

wa:tt /And the saints and martyrs wait for those /who shall

/Y.JO

be martyrs a nd saints." 3 (p. 13)

'l'home_s retLtrns after seven

¥ears in France, and the people are overjoyed to have him
back, but they are afraid for him, too, bec ause his

quarr~l

rd. th Henry· 1 I cannot be mended and they fe &r for his life.

There is conversation between Thomas and three priests of
Canterbur'y, \<Jho reveal by their \oJOrds three attitudes toward
God and man, three levels of religious awareness.

E. Marttn

Browne, t-.rho prodt1ced the play for the Canterbui'y F'esti val
said of them:
The First is shrewd a nd world-wis e but a cow ard
and a child in spiritual things ; the Se cond is strong,
positive, manag ing , but without t he spiritual
percepti on of the Third, who bein g de t a ched from th~
worldly tb.:Ln g s c an be open to the \..J ind of prophecy. +
Thomas' prob lem i s h is alleg ian ce to the church an d
state, God and Kin g.
first, he 8.nd

Hen1~y

J:..Tb.en Thoma s r e fus e d to put the stat e
qu arrelled bitterly a nd Be cket left

Englan d for· Fr ance.

Seven y ears later, he returns to hls

people wi.th the origin a l tensions unsolved.
Four Tempters appear to

~ hornas

and suggest various

actions which he might make to reconcile his situation.
first

Te~pter

The

offers him a return to his past life when.he

was a close fr ie nd of the King and when as Chancellor he had
enjoyed ull the materi a l benefits of that posltion.

Thomas

banished this temptation:
But in the life of one man, never
Sever

The same time returns.

---------3
(London:

All quoted passa.ge s a re from Hur de!:
Faber & Faber, 1968).

4Browne, op. cit., p.

'
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The cord, shed the scale. Only
The fool, fixed in his folly, may think
He can turn the wheel on which he turns. (p. 25)
The second •rempter offers Thoml:ls po\·Jer if he would resecure
his old political position as Chancellor and give up his
priestly power:·
Real power
Is purchased at price of a certain submission.
Your spiritual power is earthly p erdition.
Power is present, for him who will wield. (p. 29)
Thomas turns from this possibility because he sees that
temporal power not controlled by spiritual concern is evil
and corrupt.

The third Tempter, who represents the barons,

suggests that Thomas could head up a coalition of church and
nobles and overthrovJ the King,.

This temptation, too,

~:homas

res:i.sts:
Sholl I who ruled like an eag le over doves
Now take the shape of a wolf among wolves?
Pursue your treacheries as you have done before:
No one shall say that I betrayed a king. (p. 36)
1'he fourth Tempter, whom 'l'homas did not expect, is the most
troublesome for Thomas because he offers, through acceptance
a.nd exploitation of' martyrdom, spiritual power and glory.
Corrupting motives instead of corrupting actions make a
subtle temptation.

The nature of martyrdom precludes self-

serving motivation.
really a martyr.

If one is self-serving, one is not

Thomas struggles with his pride and his own

deslres for powe1• and glory, and then refuses to do "the right
deed for the

v~rong

reason."

Part One ends with Thomas

commending his fate to God's hnnds:
oz• suffer to the s \oJord 1 s end."

11

1 shall no longer act

Denis Donoghue, in The 'l'hir.£ Voice dlsmisses the
scene with the Tempters as existing merely to reveal Becket's
historical past and as having little relationship to the
drama.

He sees them as straw men.5

rhis judgment is super-

ficlal if each of the temptations represents an option.

A

ms.n contemplating death will naturally review any options he
has.

First, tho possibility of return to the good times in

his life suggests the secular life.
reconciliation with the King occurs.

Then the thought of
He could go back to his

old role with all the advantages of earthly power.
the most likely possibility.

This is

Many men would choose this way

if they were in Becket's shoes.

We make this kind of

compromise about small matters in our daily lives with only
the sllghtes t aclmm·J lodgment the. t. compromise is i!l'.moral.

'l'he

Thi.rd temptation represents the anger of an unjustifiably
persecuted man who fantasizes vengeance through a triumphant
turning of the tables.
can all be resisted.

F'inally, hoi-Jever, fhese temptations
Purity of motive for accepting

suffering and martyrdom is the most difficult for 'I'homas.
The struggle to be honest with oneself about one's pride, and
to be free from doubleness of purpose is supreme.

One is not

accepting the will of God if one shapes it to his own purpose.
The scene with the tempters is the crucial scene in the play,
and it nlso corresponds to other Eliotian themes, like
acceptance of the past and choice for the future.
5

venis Donoghue, The Third
Voice (Princeton:
--rr;-.1
Princeton University ~ress,, p. o5 •
~

.

.

'l'homas 1 prose sermon to the people of Canterbury on
Christmas

mornin~ ·

follows the temptation sequence.

He

counsels the people to mourn and rejoice in their martyrs.
"A Christian martyrdom is never an accident, for Saints are
not made by accident.

Still less is a Christian martyrdom

the effect of a man's will to become a Saint, as a man by
willing and contriving may become a ruler of men.
dom

i~

A martyr-

alw ays the design of God, for His love of men, to

warn them and to lead them, to bring them back to His ways."
(p. 53)

Thomas says he has spoken to the congregation about

martyrs because he does not think he will ever preach to them
again, and the sermon ends with his blessing.
Part Two opens with the Chorus signaling the impending
tragedy and the three Priests counseling Thoma s to hide
because the I)n.ights have come from the King and they fe e. r for
his life.

'l'homas refuses, and in conversation

\..Ji th

the

Knights reaffirms his position, emphasizing he is the loyal
subject of the King ttsaving my order."

'l'hey leave

temporarlly, and the priests ur ge him to flee, or at least
to lock the cathedral doors against the Kni ghts.

Thomas

refuses:
Unbar the door! Unbar the door!
We are not here to triumph by fighting, by
stratagem, or by resistance,
Not to fight with beasts as men. We have fought
the beast
And have conquered. We have only to conquer
Now, by suffering. This is the easier victory.
Now is the triumph of the Cross, now
Open the doorl I command it. OPEN THb DOOR! (p. 78)
Carol Smith describes the action as it occurs in production:
The doors are opened and the Y.ni.ghts enter,
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maddened with drink, and tatmt Thomas in a jazz cha nt
••• While the chorus demands a cleansing of the impure
Horld, 'l 'homas is slain by the kni ghts who circle
around him with outstretched swords, visually forming
for thg audience a wheel with Thomas as the still
point.
The Knights kill him while the Chorus deJJ.vers the highly
dramatic lines:
Clear the airl clein the skyt wash the windL
take stone fror:1 stone and wash them.
The land is foul, the water is foul, our beasts
and ourselves defiled with blood.
A rain of blood has blinded my eyes. Where is
England? where is Kent? where is Canterbury?
( p. 82)

The long Chorus ends with repetition of the first lines, and
suddenly the Knights come forward to the front of the stage
and adc.:r'ess the audience directly in prose \vith excuses and
justifications for what they have done.
trB.ns i t ion HS

F.t

first. reading of

sh oc k devl c e.
l"l. tu~der

7

Eliot intended this

E. Martin Browne tells of the

to the company that wa s going to

perform it.
I came to the end of the tremendous chorus which
accompanies the murder: Clear the air1 clean the
sky1 etc.
The First 1\night: 'vJe beg you to give us
your attention for a few moments ••• A gasp went
round the room. The shock had worked as the author
intended, this first time, as it was to work on so
many audiences thereafter. 8

The First Knight argues that the Kni.ghts wi.ll not get
anything out of the murder, that they ought to be given credit
"for being completely disinterested in this business."(p. 85)

6
7

Carol Smith, op. cit., p. 100.

~liot,

~

8

P oe t,ry

d Drama, p. 30 •

~

Browne, op. cit., p •

.59.

The Second Knight argues that the Archbishop's opposition to
the King could not be tolerated and that the people would
agree

althou&~

they lvould decry the measures used.

He tells

the audience that they must share any guili in the matter
because the Knights have acted in their interest.

'l'he '£hird

Knight argues that Thomas brought it all on himself and
urges

11

a verdict of Suicide while of Unsound Mind.n (p. 90)

'I'he Fourth !\night has acted as a kind of Master of Cel''emonies
for these appeals.
The Third Priest reflects that Becket's death will
make the Church stronger because "It is fortified by
persecuting," (p. 91) and the Chorus gives a.. final recitation
of praise while a Te Deum is sung in Latin.

in

tl~ Ca.t~-~9_ral.

'l'he lines are ·spoken by 'l'homas about the

Chorus of Canterbury Women early in the play and later, are
repeated to 'l'homas about himself by the fourth 'l'empter:
'I'hey k..'1ow and do not knoH, what it is to act or
suffer.
They know and do not know, that action is suffering
And suffering is action. Neither does the agen~
suffer
Nor the patient act. But both are fixed
In an eternal action, an eternal patience
To which all must consent that it may be willed
And which all must su.ffer' that they may will it,
That the pattern may subsist, for the pattern is
the action
And the suffering, that the wheel may turn and still
Be forever still. (p. 22, cf. p. 43.)
The action-suffering motif is based on Eliot's theological
position which sees the pattern as the will of God.

Yet men

are free to choose the will of God or not to choose it, and
while one "cannot tur·n the wheels upon which one turns,

11

one
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can choose to put his own will above God's will.

The

paradox of free will and dlvine destiny is dramatized in the
play.

It is God's will that Thomas be

martyred~

In this

sense, Donoghue is . right tr...at the three tempters o.re stravJ
men.

1'homas '1-Jill not give into them because it is not God 1 s

will.

But in the choice for martyrdom, both the exercise of

hume.n will and the acceptance of divine will a.re at stake.
To the extent that Thomas chooses divine will with no
ulterior motives such as pride or power, he is both agent and
sufferer:
own

He chooses to suffer the will of God through his

action~

To choose martyrdom for the wrong reason is to

attempt to turn ths wheel upon which he turns, and is to
attempt tri act without suffering .

In choosing the will of

God, man give s ucon nent thflt it may be l.Jllled 11 . and only
throu gh this acceptance of the Hill of God as identical with
his m.-Jn mHy he reach the stiJ.l point Hhere the wheel may turn
and still be forever still.
The chief problem in the play, then, is to ''make
perfect your

Hill~"

Eliot uses his characters for contrast

and irony vJi th Bec.ket who is the model.

The Kn:tghts choose

to act against the will of God, and they are wrong in what
they choose:

not only because their cause is unjust, but

because they are attempting to impose a secular order on the
world.

Because God wills Thomas' death, however, they are

turned on the wheel they endeavor to turn.

Even though they

only will action, they also experience suffering.
of Canterbury are the watchers and waiters.
suffer for this action.

~homas

says,

the Women

'l'hey choose to

But for every
Crime, wrong,
Indif'ference,
find you, must

evil, every sacrilege,
oppression and the axe's edge,
ex.ploi tat ion, you and you,
all be punished. So must you. (p. 48)

Grover Smith thinks Eliot 1 s

characterizat~ions

contrast those

who choose to suffer ru1d those \11ho choose to act:
Both the Knights and the Chorus as human beings,
are capable of action and suffering and both •.•
exist by both conditions, but Eliot confined them
to separate functions in their relation to Becket:
he contrasted action with suffering, masculine with the
feminine, the ~iolator with the violated, the beast
vJ i th the prey.
AnotheJ'' contrast or comparison can be made betHeen
the Kni.ghts a.nd the Tempters.

Originally, these parts were

doubled by tho same actors, which reinforced the relationship.
The temptations represent choices for action which would be
against the will of God, and would represent man's attempt
to subor·d:i.nate God 1 s "YJill to his
potential action of' this sort,
actual action taken.

O\·m.

\~hile

The '.l'empters represent
the Knights represent

The second comparison is that the

'l'empters offer to 'l'homas vJhat the Knights offer to the
audience:

in the first case, action to save Thomas from

death; in the second case, justification for the share of
guilt \-Je bear in rrhomaS
of

it~

I

death through Wltness and SUffePing

Both scenes offer temptation.
Eliot also intended a contemporary sting to the

Knights' appeals.

Ashley Dukes reminds us of the 193)

situation:
Hitler had been long enough in power to ensure
that the four knightly muraers of Becket would be

9Grover Smith,
.
op. cit • ., p. 191.
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recognized as figures of the day, four perfect Nazis
defendin~ their act on the most orthodox totalitarian
grounds$.1.0
At least three Nazi attitudes are implicit in the Knights'
scene.

F'irst, the end justifies the means. · Second,

dissention must be suppressed, and third, the state's victims
are responsible for their own plight.

Parallels to the 1934

political purge, Hitler's condemnation of the Jews as
inferior and dangerous, and t.he establishment of a dictatorship to secure the party's "ends" suggest themselves.

E.

Martin Browne character:l.zes Eliot's att:L tude:·
Neither in belief nor in poetry would he compromise
those things 1vhich he held timelessly certain; and
at the moment when he was called upon to write his
play, he found that the basic conflict of tho
tHentieth century came very near to repeating that
of the twelfth.~l
Becket is presented as the model of response to the
call of God 1 s

will~

and the Knights and the Chorus shoH us

alternative responses and their consequences.
A mythical scheme underlies 1'-lurde£ in

tr~

C§'.J;_hedraJ:.

which involves the sacrifice of the old god and the rebirth
of the

ne'~,

a.nalogoLls to the change of seasons and the

renewal of spring.

The opening Chorus, which brings tidings

of the tragedy to come, links the season to ensuing death.
Since golden October declines into sombre
November
And the apples were gathered and stored, and
the land became bro\vn sharp po:i.nts of
10

Ashley Dukes hosted Nurder at the Mercury Theatre
after the Canterbury Festival. March and T~1bimuttu,
0 p. cit. , p. 114.
llB.rowne,

op.

cit., p. 36.

,.,2.

:,"> -

death in a waste of water ru1d mud,
The New Year waits, breathes, waits, '1-Jhispers
in darkness. (p. 11)
Since Thomas left England seven years before, the church has
existed in a kind of limboe

The faithful have watched and

waited, but the vitality, the fertility of the faith have
decayed.

A sacrifice is necessary if the English church is

to hring forth r.ew life in Christ.
Th.omo.s

comparEH~

xna.l~tyrdom

In his Christmas sermon 1

to the birth and death of Christ.

HJust. e.s vJe rejoice and mourn at once in the Birth and ln the
Passion of Our Lord;

~o

also in a smaller figure we both

r•e joi co and mourn in the death of martyrs • 11

(

p. 53)

The final

chorus proclaims that the blood of martyrs shall enrich the
earth, and "From such ground springs that which forever

'l'he death, rebirth cycle conveys the meaning of the
play because Eliot wants us to see the death of Thomas
strengthening the Church, and its members being renewed
through his nacr if ice.

In tracing an analogy between 'l'homas

and the Temptations to Christ and his temptations, the
charges brought against him by the Knights and the wailing of
the women of Canterbury are significant events.

The

strongest analogy lies in Thomas "making perfect his will 11 as
Christ had done and conferrlng life upon the community of
Chrl:3ti.ans through his death, also s.s Chrlst had done.
'rhrou.gh se.crlfice, the church is constantly reborn, and the
many mnrtyrs serve this purpose for those who are left
behind.

In this way, the particular death of Thomas is

symbolic of Christian rltuals of sacrifice which nurture

life as Hell as earlier non-Chrls"tian my ths .
The problem of verse for this play is unique because
Eliot
play.

d~als

with an historical situation only in this one

He felt that ubove all he must

~void

the blanlc

vel~se

of Shakespeare because it was hackneyed through association
with the Elizabethan work and misuse by later generations in
their attempts at poetic drama.

On the other h and , he

wanted a verse form that was more formal than idiomatic, and
which '..-Jould bridge the gap between the historical situation
and its modern implications. He chose a verse form similar
12
to Ever;'Qi}21}, as his pattern.
'rhe choruses employ a threestress patt ern when the women speak of their lives, fears,
and concerns:
We do not wish anything to happen.
Seven ye ars we h ave lived qui et ly,
Succeeded i n avoiding notice,
Living and partly living.
'I'here h ave been oppress ion and luxury ,
There have been poverty and licence,
_There has been minor injustice,
Yet we have gone on living,
Living, and partly living. (p. 19)
In the powe .P fu.l passages, such as the previously quoted
"Clear the e..ir1 11 passage, the verse patterns elongate.

The

cadences are strong and effect a swelling dramatic intensity.
Hugh Kenner voiees criticism against these choruses:
Indeed no stable tone Hresents itself; the Women,
"Living and partly living, 1 squander dozens of
arrestin g phrases in a tumult of unfocused concern.
This absence of focus, of course, inheres in Eliot's
concepti.on of their function; "they know and do not
know," as Be cket says, and they flounder among
images because their emotions, lilce those of a

-·-------·
12
s ee

'
i n Poetrx anu. :~ Drama, p. 27, •
t h e d i scuss1on
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talented second-rate poet, lack an objective
correlative. A tragedy adequate to their apprehensions is produced before them, and draws their
tunmlt into its order, and the iast Chorus is
spoken with composure. They remain a poetic
embarrassment~lJ

Kenner partially answers his own objection by noting that the
variation enhances Eliot's depiction of the women.

The

verse re-enforces speech content and intensifles the dramatic
situation.
Cath~qr.~~'

Secondly, the Chorus is formal in

~-Ul"de.£, :t~ ~

and its function is simila.l" to Greek tragedy; in

Eliot's words, it "intensifies the action by projecting its
emotional consequences, so that we as the audience Eee it

14

doubly, by seeing its effect on other people."'

The

Choruses in l'lfurder ig th_£ Cathe9_ral function this Nay, and
the implicit analogy between tl".te play and Greek tragedy is
strengthened.

Finally, Kenner had indicted Eliot for failing

to conceive verse drama as orche s trated action.

Murder in

the Cathedral :l.s a convincing testament to the contrary.
'l'homas 1 inner conflict and death cons ti tu te dr amatic act :Lon
and the Chorus serves as a kind of orchestra.

The variance

in verse provides a kind of swelling and receding appropriate
to the mood of its content throughout the play.
The Knights speak in rhymed doggerel after their
first entrance.

Eliot employs this verse form for characters

he wishes to ridicllle, and
sequences in The Hock.

"YJe

can remember the Blackshirt

In both cases, coincidentally 1 Bliot
•

l3Kenner, op. cit., p. 285.
Llst~

l41'.S. Eliot, "'l'he Need for .Poetic Drama," The
(Nov. 25, 1936), P• 995.

saw the figures to have fascist overtones.
Thomas' lines are usually

th~ee

stress lines of

varying lengths, with some passages in four stress accents
effecting eloquent and yet natural speech appropriate to an
aPchbishop.
A radical disjunct:Lon is apparent betHeen the verse
and the prose used for the sermon and the Knights' speeches.
lll!e have already noted that Eliot employed prose for shock
value in the scene irnmedtntely following Becket's death.
Eliot condemned this convention:

"But this ts a kind of

trick; that is, a device tolerable only in one play and of
no use for any other."

15

The other scene

j_n

prose is

Becket's Christmas sermon; both prose speeches have the
aclvr1.nt:age of d i·N>.ct address.

In each. cRse r the characters

may just as well be talking to the audience in front of
them as to any supposed congregation or group, and these
speeches serve as audience involvers, and also make the actim
relevant to contemporary times.

If Kenner were to complain

about a lack of unity between these speeches and the rest of
the play, I would have to agree with him, especially since
Eliot believed that one should be able to say everything in
verse.
Eliot decided that the dialogue in Murder

1:1. _ihe

Cathedra! solved the verse problems for this play which
struggled \-Ji th historical and contemporary contexts, but was
•
adequate for this one play only.

15}~ 1'l. ot,
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'l'he versification of tbe dialogue in tlurder has
therefore, in my opinion, only a negative merit:
it succeeded in avoidin g what had to be avoided, but
it arrived at no positive novelty; in short, in so
far ris it solved the problem of speech in verse for
writing today, i t solved lt for this play only and
provided me with no clge to the verse I should use in
another kind of play,
.
I

have already discussed the various levels of

meaning found in mythic fertility rites, analogies to Christ,
and specific applications to the contemporary political and
ethical situation.

One more layer of meaning arises because

of the live audience.

David Jones remarks:

For the purpose of his play, the audience becomes
a congregation, having interpreted to it the
significance of martyPdom and being invited to paf7icipate in the celebration of an act of martyrdom.
The play becomes a kind of ritual in which we all partake.
Eliot thoLlght tho t1a::>s was the most perfect dramatic
experience, and in each of his plays, but especially this
one, there is an element of communal celebration.

The · last

Chorus, . with the 're Deum in the background, is really

praye1~

as well as revelation of the effects of Becket's death on the
Christlan community.
Denis Donoghue has rejected Murde£, 1.!:! the Cathed!•al
because the drama turns on Becket's banishing the tempters
and making perfect his wi 11.
structurally superfluous.

11

Everythj_ng after Part One is

Even the distinguished prose

sermon and the speech of the assassins, intrinsically so

'

16

Ibid., p. 28.

17J. ones, op. cit., p. 79.

S7
interesting, are tour.E_

.

dant."

18

d~

for_£~

and, structurally, redun-

I strongly disagree, first; because Eliot did not

intend the victory over the tempters to be complete at the
end of Part One.

E. Martin Br6wne

recount~

that the author, ·

when a s ked how complete the victory over the Fourth Tempter
\oJa.s, "reminded me that none of Lts can atta i n final victory
Hh:\.le \•Je ltve...

So the banishment of the Tempters, however

dramatically final it appears at the
momentott

19

momen ·~,

is only for the

But more importe.ntly, emphasis on ritual shapes

the struct ure of the play.

Donoghue 1 s objection presupposes

a conception of dramatic form which Eliot did not

and

hold~

which is not as dominant today a s it was in the past.

The

conception see s dr a.me. as movement to a climax vJhich, when i.t
co~e sJ

ends the drnrn a .

For Eliot, the consequences of

Becket's choice, which according to Donoghue, would be the
climax, are just as important as the choice. · Exploring the
consequences reveals the meaning.

Also, thB ritual elements

form a commentary on the action vJh:l..ch is valid dramatically.
Seeing a man carry out a decision which leads him to his
death has dramatic validity.

If the play were totally ·

focused on just one man, Donoghue might be right, but Eliot
intends this play to be about the entire Christian comrnuni t-y,
its struggle between action and suffering, and the effects of
Christian martyrs upon its solidarity.
complete until the last Te Deum.

18 Donoghue, op. cit., p. 82.
19
Browne, op. cit., p. ~4.

The story is not
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Hov.10ver, Murde£ in the Cathedra.l is not free from a

serious defect, which is inherent in Eliot 1 s subject matter.
The first such defect is whether Becket is really acting in
good faith.

He tells us he is:

"Now is my way clear, now

is the meaning pla.i.n Temptation shall not come in this kind
again. n (p. 47)

We are to believe that

corrupting motives.

l~cket

has escaped

Next we see him in church, preaching

a sermon on martyrs, and we have a chance to hear his
interpretation of what martyrdom means:

clearly, he is also

suggesting to his congregation that they should view him as
a martyr.

This speech is ironically parallel to the fu1ights

speeches.

Becket is justifying himself to the people before

1

he is killed just like the Knights try to justify themselves
afteri·Je.rds.

He even

sp ~ aktJ

ir1 pro ~ie

HS

th<-: y- do.

How ean

we be sure Becket is really acting with the will of God and

not in

self··lnterest~?

We cannot be

stn~e.

In Part 'l'wo;

Becket wills his own death with such force that we can
almost be pei'suaded by the Knight who argues that Becket
brought h:i.s defJ.th upon himself.
assassins~

He TrJOuld not hide from his

He would not lock the door against them.

neither situation was he passive.

In

He had to actively

struggle l-Jith the three Priests who were with him and command
them to open the door repeatedly:
Unbar the doorl unbar the door!
We are not here to triumph by fighting, by
stratagem, or by resistance,
Not to fight with beasts as men. We have fought
the beast.
And have conquered. We have only to conquer
Now, by suffering. This is the easier victory.
Now is the triumph of the Cross, now
Open the door! I command it. OPEN 'I'Hh .OOOR! (p. 80)

Becket seems to be actively choosing his death.

How can we

know that his pride is not involved, that his motives are
really

pure~

our judgment.

Too much talk of victory and conquering clouds
The problem is psychological and philosophical.

rrhomas himself cannot be completely sure he is acting in good
faith.
sin,

He may be deluding himself about his own lack of
Even if he has achieved a certain purity, how can this

be conveyed to the audience as absolutely true?

We cannot

see into his he art , and only in a man's heart is there real
knowledge of his motives.

The irony involved in his sermon

and his actlons at his death undercut the character as the
model of reconciliation to the will of God.
The only po ssi ble response is that, knowing the will
of God, he uctod ir. accordance

~·Jith

it,

~>md

not :tn self-

interest -- th a t he ordered the door unlocked because he
knew his tiine was at hand.

But this leads to the second

related. problem, the issue of Y..nowing God 1 s will at all.
How can any of us ever be sure we are choosing the will of
God?

Thomas could know that it was not the will of God that

he compromise his pri.nciples and return to his former life,
but how could he be certain that God willed martyrdom?

He

might have hidden, and become a kind of spiritual revolutionary effecting the lives of the people through his
resilience to life rather thru1 through his death.

.

If we

follow Thomas 1 example, how will we kno\..J what the will of
God is for us?

The question can only be answered in

retrospect, and with some divine knowledge.

Both of these

problen1s presume knowledge which T..Je do not and cannot have,
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and which are p a rt of the very roots of religious and
existential doubi.

Saying that the

~lay

was written for

ChriBtians who can assLlln.e these thin gs in no answer; it begs
the question.

For the play argues that one can and should

make perfect his will, which implies the ability to lmo\-J the
will of God an d to appropriate it without self interest.
MurdO.£.

i:!~ ~

If

.Q..s.t qe dr81_ cannot convince u.s tha.t 'l'home.s has

achieved this, how can we hope to achieve it?

The religious

awarene s s that Eliot wished to convey is clouded because
the play leaves us in a kind of limbo with our doubts even
more aggr ava ted, and f ee ling, perhl;tps, that the tragedy of
Thomas is that nothing is sure, and that we alon g with the
l·JOmen of Canterbur y, have had to S'.lspend dis be lief, grasp
at faith 1 and endure .
~rhe

inability to have ree.l knowledge of ourselves or

others has been an epist e mological problem since Plato.
Post-·:B,reudlan psychology and existential philosophy have
engrained contemporary civilization with deep religious and
inner doubts.

Eliot's intention in this play was to speak

to those doubts with religious reassurance.

Unfortunat~ly,

all the bases for doubt are also inherent in the play.

•,

CHAPTER V
'l'HE

F'AMILY REUNION

Thin very limited experience in the part of Harry
Mon chensey taught me that when a man talks so
incessantly about himself the only way to save
him from appearing a tiresome pri g is to make
him a good deal more the a tric a l than he seems
to be on paper.
1
-- Robert Speaight
Eliot came to feel that Murder in the Cathe dr_£1 was
a singular kind of endeavor, both because it is written for
an audience already committed to Christi anity instead of the
general public, and because it was an historical piece
ra th e~

than a contemporary

on e~

Eliot pe rceive d that these

limitations inhibit application of the play's themes to the
contemporary situation.
in London at the

In 1939, 'I'he Family

\~estminister

Theatre.

~.~ion

opened

The play is, to coin

a phrase, a drawing-room tragedy, and the seeming discord
between those terms is indicative of the discord upon which
•

the play is built.

The play opens on a conventional upper or middle
class drawing room where the Monchensey family are waiting
for the return of Amy Monchensey' s sons for her bil•thday
celebration.

Of foremost concern is Amy's son Harry, because

he has not been home for eight years durin 6 which time he has
1

Braybrooke, op. cit., p.

75.
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had an unhappy marriage ending in the death of his wife on
board an ocean liner.

The conver>sation is proper and staid,

and clearly, the aunts and uncles and Amy all stru.ggle to
maintain order and convention, and to resist chage in their
lives.

After Harry's arrival, the drama unfolds two types

of reality at war:
11

the surface reality of everyday, and the

real' 1 reality of people 1 s inner lives.

'I'he aunts and uncles

speak chorally to communicate their feelings, fears, and the
inner depths of their lives, which they never disclose in
the su.rface dialogue.

Long passages spoken by Amy illustrate

the second idea of reality, only to break back into the
mundane conversation and action of the first.

The tone and

atmosphere of the play, then, u.nderscore the action, which
consists of Harry's process of decision
worlds presented.

Carol Smith v.Jrites,

bet~een
11

the two

'l':he dramatic conflict

implicit in the surface action of the play ls between

t~vo

conceptions of reality, or, to express it in the play's own
2
terms, betl-Jeen the two conceptions of the family reunion. n
The play, as well as The Cockte.il Par:,tx_ which follows
it ten years later, is a ne1.-1 comment on the themes and ideas
presented ln Sweene...J:

~onistes.

Har·ry returns home to

Wishwood pursued by the Furies, recalling the quotation in
Choephoroi i-Jhich prefaces Sweenev.
the \-lords, "Can't you see them?
see them, And they see me."3
2

Eliot has Harry speak

You don't see them, but I

(P. 25)

Harry reveals that he

Carol Smith, op. cit., p. 120.

3All quotations are from 'l'he Famtly He union, (London:
Faber & Faber, 1951).

pushed his wife overboard, and

~e

remember Sweeney's story

of the man who killed the woman and kept her in a bath of
lysol.

The St. John theme is also present in Harry's

struggle to free -himself from the destructive love of his
mother, just as he freed himself from the love of his wife.
Th~

?amiu Heunion has shortcomings which plague its

effectiveness.

1'he d:i.fficLllty of corr...;'ilur,licating religious

experience inflicts a series of deficiencies including
unconvincing characters and motivations.

The possibilities

for staging the Eumenides are unsatisfactory, and the
language is not always integral to the action.

I will

elaborate on these failures further along in the analysis.
The play is based on the Oresteia, in which Orestes
is pursued by the Eumenides because of an act of violence
against Clytemnestra and Aegisthus.

Orestes mLtst achieve

purgation before the curse on the house of Atreus can be
lifted.

Given a Christian interpretation, the play is about

original sin and atonement.

In order to follow these themes,

He mllst return to the exposition.
Harry's disclosure that he pushed his wife overboard
Ltpsets his family who brush it off as a "dangerous fancy."
Of the aunts and uncles, only Agatha seems to understand
what is happening.

The scene dr>aws to a close with the

aunts and uncles in chorus telling us what they really feel:
Why do we all behave e.s if the door might suddenly
open, the curtains be drawn,
The cellar make some dreadful disclosure, the
roof disappear,
And wo should cease to be sure of what is real
or unreal?

Hold tight, hold tight, we must insist that the
world is what we have always taken it
to be • ( p. 45)
Scene I I opens on Agatha and Mary..

Mary is not an

aunt; she is a cousin who was re.lsed at \1!ishwood
Harry's playmate.

~md

was

Amy had ah-Jays wanted Harry to marry Hary

and take over i'lishwood, and was very unhappy when he married
someone else whom she did not like and
Wishwood.

1-1ho

took Harry from

Ha.ry wants to leave ltJish\..Jood now.

She is

struggling to break from her life there, which is largely
controlled by Amy.

But Agatha tells Hary that this is not

the time to run away, that she and Mary are only watchers
and waiters.

A lyric interlude follows between Mary and
Harry tries to sha.re
ness and despair.

~d

th Mary his hOJ:rible sens e of alone-

Harry repeats his almost consti nt theme

throughout t.he play, "You do not 1-mm-J, You cannot
cannot understand ...

Harry~

k.r1oH,

you

Mary suggests . that loathing his family

can be as much of a delusion as loving

them~

A growing sense

of communion betHeen them grows still more as the scene
builds.

They slip into a trance-like
Mary:

state~

The cold spring now is the time
For the ache in the moving root
The agony in the dark (p. 59)
•••

Harry:

Spring is an issue of blood
A season of sacrifice (p. 59)
•••

Mary:.

I believe the moment of birth
Is when we have knowledge of death (p. 60)

Harry tells Mary he feels that she is bringing him "news of a
door that opens at the end of a

corrido~'

Just at this
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minute, the Eumenides appear
harshly.

t~

Harry and rupture the scene

Harry turns on He.ry angrily when she cannot see

them, and the scene closes.

This scene relates to the St.

John of the Cross passage because the love of created beings
lures Harry toward Mary.

The Furies appear because Harry

must turn away from created love.
Mary will not illuminate the dark

His relationsh:tp with
reces~es

of his life, and

he must not linger.
Part II opens on convers a tion between Harry and
Warburton, the family doctor.

He wants to tell Harry that

his mother is not stron g and may not live much longer, but
Harry wants to ask the doctor about his father.
will not tell Harr y very much:

Warburton

only that his mother and

ra\ her \..Jere never happy together, and that he :3hoLJ.l.d no t

ask

is Aunt A atha about it.
Agatha and Harry have a conversation which reveals

Harry's past.

Agatha tells Harry that his parents were

unhappy and that his father plotted to murder his mother in
"a dozen foolish ways, each one abandoned for something more
ingenious • 11

Agatha was having an affair with him.

f-..rny was

six months pregnant with Harry, and Agatha could not bear
for the unborn Harry to be killed with his mother.

Harry

hears this news and remarks, "Perhaps I only dreamt I
pushed her."
Agatha: So I had supposed. Wha t of lt?
What we have written is not a story of
detection,
Of crime and punishment, but of sin and
expiation.
It is possible that you have not known
what. sin
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You shall expiate, or whose, or why.
It is cer'tain
That the knowledge of it must precede
the expiation •. (p. 104)
Agatha and Harry have also achieved a kind of cownunion, but
this one puts no claims on him.

Harry has come to terms

with his past; he is no longer ruru1ing from his sins or the
sins of his father.
too.

The Eumenides appear; Agatha sees them

Harry sees them differently than before; now they are

external rather than internal.

He will follow them as he

will follow the spiritual awakenings inside him.

Agatha

stands on the spot where the Furies have stood, and delivers
her r'une:
A curse comes to being
As a child is formed.
In both, the incredible
Becomes the a ctual
Wi thou.t ou.r intention
Knowing what is intended •
• ••

0 my child, my curse,
You shall be fulfilled;
The knot shall be unknotted
And the crooked made straight. (p. 110)
Harry cannot explain to Amy where he is going or why.

He

can only say,
Somewhere on the other side of despair.
To the worship in the desert, the thirst and
deprivation,
A stony sanctuary and a primitive altar (p. 114)
•••

I must follow the brie;ht angels. (p. 115)
After Harry leaves, Amy goes to lie down musing that she is
just beginning to understand why Harry is leaving and "to
apprehend the truth about things too late to mend."

Uncle

Charles says, "It is very odd, But I run beginning to feel,
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just beginning to feel That there i s something I could
understand, if' I were told it."

However, Aunt Violet says,

ur do not underst&nd a single thing that's happened. 11
They

~ti 11

now Amy cries out,

(

p. 127)

have not celebre.ted Amy 1 s birthday, but
11

Agatha1

stopped in the dark!"

Nary!

come 1

The clocl{ has

Amy is dead.

There is a concluding ritu a l:

The stage is bare.

Agatha and Mary enter with a small table.

The servant brings

in Amy 1 s birthday cake v·J i th l:i.ghted c andle :" .

P.gatha and

Mary slowly dance around the c a ke blowing out a few candles
each revolution until the last words are spoken in the dark:
This way the pilgrimage
Of expiation
Round and round the circle
Completing the char m
So tho lrnot be unknotted
The cro sse d be uncrossed
The croo ke d be made straight
And the curse be ended (p. 136)
Eliot's dramatic levels are Hell depicted in this
play.

'l'he Greek source shoHs Hal'ry as Orestes Hho suffers

purgation and thereby lifts the curse on the house of
Monchensey e

In terms of myth, the seasonal birth·ndea th-

rebirth imagery is omnipresent.
March.

The play is set in late

Amy opens the first scene Hith reflections on the

seasons and a Hish for the arrival of spring.

She herself

represents the old god which must die in order for the
young god, Harry, to reneH himself.

Harr•y effects the rebirth

of spring through his suffering and purgation.

Dr. Warburton

is a type of ritual doctor who aids the spiritual rebirth
through telling Harry just enough about his past to allow
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him to gain the truth from Agatha.
The Chrlstian layer in th0 drama treats the problem
of original sin.

(To atone for his father's sin.)

Harry

must divest himself of the love of created beings, both
Mary and Amy, even though Amy will die in the process.

Harry

must do this because Mary and Amy take him away from real
relation to God.
Choosing God's will is again a central theme, as it
was in Hurder in

th~

Cathedral•

Amy represents denlal of

God and imposition of human ordel"' on reality.

She is the

domineering, dominating woman who tries to minimize her fear
of life's mysteries by willing through them.

She tries to

control the llves of all the people around here

Hary tells

P.gatha ·that she be lieved Amy had kil led Harry 1 s \vife by
willinge

When Amy's reality is rejected at the play's end,

naturally

~ny

must die.

She has lost the war of competing

realities; she can no longer pretend "everything is just as
before."

Her death is both a death through self-defeat and

a death through murder.

Her style of life must be rejected

and is at the S8Jne time self-defeating, because as a lifestyle it is a lie constructed and maintained against the
true reality of human existence.
intermed:1.ate people.

Agatha and Mary are

Agatha has never alloHed Amy's world

to dominate hers except in so far as love of a created being,
Harry's father, drove her to live by Amy's rule.

Mary has

allowed herself to be submerged, but during the play she
slowly throws off that domination in order to make her own
way in the Horld.

'l'he other aunts and Lmcles · have accepted
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· Amy's rule unquestionably in the past, and t·lhile there is not
much altering of ·their perspectives in the course of the
play, Charles 1 comment that he might begj.n to understand
indicates that Harry's choice could, by example, begin. to
influence even th.e non-reflective relatives.
One of the play's major themes is this struggle for
domination.

In choosing to be faithful to his own vision

(the Fur•ies), Harry chooses the true reality and the will of
God.

rrhe moral is that we, as audience, must not choose to

hide from ou.rseJ.ves nor to impose our own order on reality,
but must be attentive to the vision before us, end follmv
the bright angels.
In existential terms, Harry's problem is living in
light of his pas t.

Hather than ::.:•w1.ning away from his past,

he must face and appropriate it, transforming its meaning by
his life in the present.

He must not exist in "bad faith"

by hiding from the reality of man's universal guilt and
finitude.

This reading of the play is open to either

Christian or Sartrian interpretations.
Denis Donoghue e.ssesses

~liot's

method of posing

alternative realities:
To obtain such an effect ••• the playwright would
have to ensure that the realistic and anti··realistic
forces come to gr·ips. One group does not control or
modify the activity of the other; the two simply
L
stand apart, engendering no queries, no implications. ~
This objection is totally groundless.

Amy's death is the

direct result of the clash between realities which

4Donoghue, op. cit., p. 111.
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determined the rejectlon of her llfestyle .
uncle s are

eng ag~d

in a constant

str~ggle

The aunts and
to put down the

voice of their inner lives, their fears and failings in
favor of A.m.y' s ordered existence:

11

Th:\. s is a most undigni-

fied terror, and I must struggle against it." (p. 69)

The

heart of the dramatic action is Harry's struggle between
competing claims.

The whole interpretation of the play that

I have just put. forth climaxes in Harry's choice and the
consequences of that choice.
Hegarding the verse employed in Famil.x, Reunion, Eliot
writes,
What I worked out is subst ant i ally wha t I h ave
continued to employ: a line of varying leng th and
vary ing number of syllable s , with a c aesura and three
stre ss es. The caesura and the stresses may come at
diffe re nt p lac es , ••• the on ly rul e being that, there
mus ~ be one s tre s s on one side of the caesura end two
on the other.S
Perhap s bec a use the pattern is fresh at this time, Eliot
follows it more carefully than in the other modern plays.
E. Martin Brov.me, who advised Eli.ot during the writing of
this and all his plays, feels,
The Family Reunion is from this point of view the
easiest of the four plays. There is a hi gher proportion of writing which ~eaches a poetic level, and the
sense of the univ ersal significance attaching to the
particular events is seldom absent. Technically& the
verse pattern is firmer than in the later plays.
However, this leads us to the beginning of controversy about
Eliot's language.

5Eliot, Poet£X and Drama, p. 32.
6
Browne, op. cit., p. 298.
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Reaction to vorse in Family Reunion may bo divided
into two categories.

One group of critics think it is the

best dramatic verse Eliot ever wrote, and the other group
feels it is too esoteric, too obviously poetic, thereby
causing a break with the action.

Grover Smith notes,

The actors have to speak lines often so overburdened with cryptically associative images that no
audience can be expected to follow the meaning. The
poetry is not abstract: that is the whole trou?le.
It is too symbolically concrete, too imagistic.
Denis Donoghue offers an example.

The passage involves Mary

and Harry, who is describing how the world appears to him:
And the eye adjusts itself to a twilight
Where tho dead stone is seen to be bat rachian,
The aphyllous branch ophidian. · (p. ,56)
Donoghue l-Jri te s,
Harry' s fe e ling bear s s ome rel a tion to a dead
stone which is batrac h lan and to Hn aphyll ov.s branch
which is ophidian, but we cannot believe that the
feeling is liJ:~~~ these words, or thaS thes e are the
words in which it naturally issues.
.
Vlhile this is certe.inly the worst example of language
weakness in the entire

play~

Donoghue has a point.

Using

Eliot's own criterion that verse should express what
characters would say if they could speak in poetry, we knoH
the verse must be integral to the character.

This

11

batrachia.rl'

vocabulary issuing from Harry does not support either his
character or the content of his lines (because the content is
'

dependent upon the character for the correct nuances of
meaning and mood,)

However, other moments in the play do

------7

Grover Smith, op. cit., p. 212.

8

Donoghue, op. cit., p. 96.
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offer superb poetry which is also integral.
speech of the play is one of the best
Amy:·

The opening

passages~

It is still quite lir;ht.
I have nothing to do but watch the days draw out,
Now thet I sit in the house from October to June,
And the swallow comes too soon and the spring
\-Ji11 be ove1~
And the cuckoo will be gone before I am out again.
0 Sun, that was onc.e so warm, 0 Light that \.Jas
taken for granted
When I was youn g ru1d strong, and sun and light
unsought for
·
And the night unfeared s.nd the day expected
And the clocks could be trusted, tomorroow assured
And time would not stop in the dark!
Put on the lights. But leave the curtains undrawn~
Make up the fire~ Will the spring never come?
I run cold. (p. 11)

This passage reveals Amy.

\ve learn that she is old and

afraid of things she cannot controls like the passage of
time.

The mood of expectation is set, and in the seasonal

imagery, ·Ghe mythic tln"t::ad begins to be diseerned.

Amy

could have spoken in these words if she could speak in
poetry, and if she could have wllled to do it.

The verse is

integral; it heightens the mood of the passage, and it
portrays Amy's character so well that at the end of the play,
when Amy cries out,

11

The clock has stopped in the dark?" we

know exactly what she means, and that she is dead.

I think

this passage and the lyric interlude between Hary and Harry
are some of the most beautiful and also useful passages in
modern drama.

A.

generalization about the language in this

play is difficult because both its strengths and weaknesses
are so great.

Perhaps it is best to say the strengths

outweigh the weaknesses, and leave it at that.
Returning to the lyrical duet, hliot himself was very
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critical of the utility of these passages:
The mombe~ of t~e audience, if he enjoys this
sort of thlnt:; , is putting up -vJi-th a suspension of the
action in order to enjoy a poetic fantasia: these
passage s are really less related to the a.ctign than
are the choruses in Murder in the Cathedral.
It may not be Hise to quarrel with an au.thor who criticizes
his own work, but the scene between Harry and Mary is more
than just ly:r.ic.

Earlier•, I interpreted the passage as

theologically tied to St. John of the Cross.

Mary is a kind

of temptation to Harry to turn toward the world and to
receive comfort and understanding from the love of a created
being.

The lyric quality of the passage builds the closeness

between them to the lev e l of spiritual commw1ion which ls
then harshly shattered by the appearance of the Eumenides and
Hr~r·ry' s re a ei:.ion to tht:J appar:i.tiun.

The ewot1ional quality

of the scene is enhanced by the poetry; the tension and the
contrasts are sharper.
Finally, the last scene in the play with the
birthday cr..ke has been subject to this same criticism of
superfluity.

Hotvever, the de.nce and rune constitute a

ritual in which we participate by our attendance, and which
celebrates Amy's death and Harry's rebirth, the removal of
the curse, and symbolically, reconciliation with God.
ritual appenrs throughout Eliot 1 s plays.

!i_u:r:~

Cathedral emphasized ritual through music.
the ritual is less obviously Christian.

This

in the

In this play,

But it is analogous

to attendance at Hass in wh:i.ch we as attenders, witness the

9Bliot, Poetry and Drama,

p.

34.
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sacrifice of Christ and celebrate it.

'J.'his final layer of

Eliot's levels makes contact with the here and now.

For

these reasons, the final runes or chants are not superfluous,
but complete the drama. in a uniquely satisfying way.
One of the most vexing problems for The Family
Reunion, at least at the ti.me of its first production, was
the dramatic treatment of the Furies.

Eliot recotmts the

situation:
We tried every possible manner of presenting them.
We put them on the stage, and they looked like unjnvited
~ests who had strayed in from a fancy~dress ball.
LJ:<.;liot originally conceived them in . evening dressd
'vJe concealed them behind gauze, and they suggested
a still out of a. Walt Disney film. We made them
d~mmer, ~nd they looked like shru.bbery just outside the
\H.ndOWa

1

All the non-naturalistic effects of the play create
difficulties 3Uch

~s

the choral speaking of the aunt3 and

uncles and the ru.nes and chants of Agatha., and 1'1ar·y and
Agatha..

'l'he show 1 s producer, E. Hartin Brovme, produced

Frunt~X Reunio~

a second time in 1946, anq felt that by that

time theatre conventions had changed adequately to minimize
the problem:
In the first production I was concerned to establish
a clear-cut style:
to mark the transitions from the
apparently naturalistic scenes to the Chorus of Uncles
and Aunts •.. and back again; to give to the incanta.tcry
passages a ritual of their own; to ensure that the
classic background should be affecting the audi0nce
during the whole of the play .•• in 1946 it seemed not
at all difficu.lt to pass from one convention to another;
and a production in which they melted into each other
seemed to me much more satisfactory.ll
10
Eliot, Poetry ~nd Drama, p. 36.
11
Browne, op. cit., p. 63.
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The Eumenides problem was solved by keeping them off stage
altogether and rearranging the s et so that the audience could
not se e where they were supposed to

a~pear.

At the time of

the 1939 productiori, much of the criticism which was directed
at F'ami1;t RBl;!:!lion centered on its non-naturalistic elements.
It is intere s tin g to note that a change of historical
perspective effects such criticism,
One problem in
so easily:

Fami1;;y, Reunion cannot be OVE.H'come

'l'h~

communicating to the audience i.n such a way that

they will accept Harry as

~

hero and move toward a deeper

understandin g of the problems which Eliot treats in the play ..
His theory of dramatic levels refers not only to meaning in
the pl a-y, but also to a hierarch:>r of characters and a.lso of
audience.

In Family .Heunio£ 1 the aunts e.nd uncles, except

Agatha, form the bottom level of senslbili ty.

'J.IlH::: y do not

understand what is going on, even at the end of the play.
Amy is slightly above them because she ls capable of action
while they have simply allowed her to rule their lives.

Also,

just before her death Amy indicates she ls on the verge of
coming to terms with the truth.

Mary and Agatha come next,

Mary below Agatha on our scale of spiritual awareness
because she is not clear Hhat is happening and would like to
keep Harry at Wistlliood.

Even now, we suspect Mary would be

willing to conform to Amy's initial plan and marry Harry.
Agatha has been described by various critics as a sybil,
because of her ability to interpret events in spiritual
terms . and even to prophecy -vJhat will happen:

''You have a

long journey,n she announces to Harry before he decides to
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leav~.

Harry is the hero, capable of the most spiritual

growth, and making a good deal more growth during the course
of the play.
The audience sees enough gradations of attitude and
sensibility that they have many levels at which to identify,
and hopefully not too many would identify with Aunt Ivy:

"I do not understand a single thing that han happened."
Howeve~,

Harry, the main character himself, is a troublesome

eni.gma$

To begin with, Harry ins:tsts that no one can under-

stand him.

E. Hartin .Browne comments,

For his experience is one that cannot be conveyed
in words: the poet has deliberately attempted the
imposslble. He has thereby l a id himself ope!l to the
gibes of all those who do ~~t believe that such an
experience really happens. ·
Splrltu&l awakeniDg is diffi c ult to portray to a skeptical
Harry does not try, and instead concentrates on

audience~

insisting that h e cannot explain.

No explicitly religious

crisis exists in the play -- nothing which explains why
Harry has turned to God in his experience.

I

examined the

play in terms of its existential implications including
Ooming to terms with the past, which does not require a
religious referrent.

Certainly, Harry must go out into the

world and seek his \-Jay, but it ls not self-evident that his
search will lead to
altar."

11

a stony sanctuary and a primitive

What Eliot calls an objective correlative is

missing -- that movement in the previous action which
provides the cause-effect link, the motivation for accepting
12_

Browne, op. cit., p. 202.
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Harry's leap of faith.

Without a concrete demonstration of

conversion, we are left with the Christian interpretation of
sin and expiation serving only as imagery and not carrying
ultimate meaning.

The problem of treating religious

experience is a thorny one.

It is debatable whether

religious questions can be successfully handled apart from
overtly propagandistic drama; but we cannot excuse Famill
Reun:l.on on that ground.

To the extent that it fails to

communicate the fundamental experience v.Jhich marks the
turning point for the play, it fails as a play.

The lack of

enthusiasm about the play at the time of its first performances rn.ay reflect this wee.kness o
A related criticism deals with Harry again, but I
think it can be partiallJr ansHered.

This argument. holds

that an audience cannot be responsive to Harry because he
shows no remorse at his wife's death nor concern about ·his
mother's health.

Harry, in this case, does not justify

himself dramatically as a hero.
and

flB;y~

Grover Smith in 'l'he Poems

of T.S. Eliot mounts this objection at length:

But rJhat disturbs us . is that, although his wife's
death is the motive of his spiritual awakening,
remorse or concern for her as a person never shows
itself. (p. llS)
But Harry is not guilty of his own sin, because
it Has determined by his father's. Harry is innocent.
The play, as it issued from hliot's hands, curiously
asks the audience to sentimentalize Harry's own crime,
for which he is not repentant, and to approve of
Harry's expiating the curse in order to atone for his
father 1 s crime, for• which he is not to blame.
(p. 201-202)13

l3Grover Smith, op. cit., pages as above.
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The confusion can be handled in two ways.

First, in

cormection \<Jith Harry's crime, he is ·guilty.

His guilt is

explalned in orthodox language about original sin and
particular sin.

All men have original sin which is passed

down through their fathers from Adam and \vhich, among other
things, endows them with a propensity tow a rd particular sin.
'l'he stain of orig:Lnal sin leads to human weakness, suscep-

tibility to wrong, and the inability to keep perfectly
sinless.

The question of motive in Murder in the Qatpedral

exemplifies these consequences.

Original sin means it is

almost impossible to always do the right thing for the ri ght
Thomas is a saint because his motives are pure.

reason: ~

For

Harry and his father, the concrete sin is wishing death on
the:Lt• v1i ves; and is consequent. of the:i..r human wee.knes s
caused by ori g inal sin.

Harry aton es both for his parti-

cular sin and for the original sin which he shares with his
father and with all men, and which resulted in his father's
particu.lar• sin.
Secondly, Harry acknowledges his sinfulness, but does
not indulge in sentimental remorse over his wife.

Harry's

attitude toward her is Eliot's first example of critical
!

d1stanctng.
';'

.

As an analytic tool, critical distancing does

..·

. not:apply to earlier Eliotlan drama.
The Rock
--

never sustained the au.dience involvement with

characters.
.,

Sweenei! A.gonistes and

In Mu.rder in

th~

Cathedr81, the author fe9.red

no audience identification with Thomas who was obviously
the exemplary hero, the model.

A built-in distance between

saint and people ensu.red that the audience would not forget
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to morallze about the play.

Ellot rejected the historical

aspects of the play because they interferred with contemporary applic·a tion of his themes, but this portrayal of an
exemplary past a llowed critical distance to mediate the pa s t
to the present.
In the modern plays, Eliot structures a calculated
distance between the audience and the actors to gu ard
agalnst overinvolvement with tho surface action.

He does

not wish us to get involved in Harry's relations hip to his
wife, or to feel sympathy with her.
nameless, and is negatively depicted.

After all, she remains
The dx•ama focuses on

the meaning of sin and guilt, not the particul ar event v-Jhich
was th.e occ a s h m of sin.
\<Jbat he

doe~

As for Jnr.y, Harry cannot avoid

to hi. f; mother and stilJ. be tl'Ue tn the

reality vlhich he embraces.

s p:t :r.· :i. tu. r-~. 1

'
.St. John of the Cro ss · has vlolent

implic e:-t .ions , as we saH in Sweene_y Agoni s t e Q_, where we are
told to divest ourselves of the love of created beings.

The

emphasis is not on Amy and Harry's relationship, although
there are many references to it.

kny does not have a single

scene alone with Harry, not even a line.

We are not to be

caught up in the mother-son relationship as if the play were
a melodrama.

Eliot carefully avoids that danger.

In spite of the weaknesses of The fam1_lx_ Reunion, it
is the most frequently revived of Eliot's modern plays.
Today's audience can accept Eliot's conventions much more
easily thar1 the earlier audience, and the rlch poe tic
passages and deep spiritual insights which the play affords
those who give it serious attention far outweigh its
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shortcomings.

Eliot, however, was not pleased with it and

turned after · a ten year interval, which included the Second
World War, to comedy for the genre of. his next play.

THE: COCKTAIL PARTY
Author, author, take your bow,
. Cockt~il !.~rt~;r is 0 .IC now,
Still it's a riddle how
Lowbrow and middlebrow
Mix with the highbrow at this highbrow w~wt
-- . Saggittarius
In 1949, Eliot succeeded on Shaftsbury Avenue and on
Broadway with his f:i.rst comedy, The

Cock~ill Pa~:t.·

Many

people contend that the play is not a comedy at all because
of its final meaning is not comic, but deadly serious e.nd
Christian.

_

Cockt a il Party
__.._ follows the classic conception
-

of comic which involves seeing the world in ordered terms,
with harmony possihle and disjunction resolved.
in Shakespeare's sense, and as in the Arden of As

It is comic
Y~

Like

It, the comic surface gives rise to social commentary and
criticism.

'l'he play includes genuinely funny parts, which

most ordinary theatre-goers identify vii th comedy.

Julio. is

a highly amusing character with her eccentricities and
quirks.

Cathleen Nesbitt played Julia with great charm in

the London production, and Alex Guinness played Henry
Harcourt-Reilley with such accomplishment that Richard
Watts, Jr. in the Daily Post wrote, '~t is quite possible that
-----· -~-

1

From a review appearing in the New Statesman as
reported by E. Martin Browne, op. cit., p:-2L~8.
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he is the most accornplished actor extant, 112 after the New
York opening.

Quite aside from the .fine cast,

~liot 1 s

venture into comedy accomplished something that his serious
drama seemed unable to do.
. Symposium for

hi.~

Writing in T.S. t;liot, fl

Seventieth J3irthdE!Y, E . Martin Browne

compares The Fa!;]il! Reunion., a tragedy, with The _Cockte.l1,
Party, a comedy:
Yet essentially the form is the same and the drama
is as deeply poetic; the purport of the story is the
same also, and as disturbing to all those v.1ho do not
wish to go the author's way. The difference in effect
is that, when the disturbance takes place, Cocktail
E!.!.r:t'i_ gives the audience no chance to insula tel tself
from the play's influence by saying to itself that it
cannot recognize the characters or their situation as.
akin to its own. 3

A comic surface mak8s Eliot's serious message more palatable,
a.nd l!l:~proves communication with the audience because they

can be cs.ught up and carried along Hith the story and the
characters as Eliot's persuasion gradually unfolds.

Eliot

never tried to write another tragedy; even his last play,
~'he Eld~~ Stat~~!:!,

whlch deals with death explicitly,

maintains a light surface.
Between The
The

·Cocktai~

F~mi~

Reunion and the appearance of

Party, Eliot wrote two books which change the

direction of his theological leanings,

Th~

Idea. of a

Christie.n SocietY._ and Notes Toward_ The pefii];ition of Culture.
2

Ibid., p. 243.

3Neville Braybrooke, (ed.): T.S. ~liot, ~Symposium

for His Se vens.ieth Bl_rthda;y_, (New York:
19~), p. 64 o

and Cudahy,

Farrar, Straus,

The essential effect of these essays on his dramatic work
was a modification of Eliot's adherence to St. John of the
Cross as · the way to salvation.
Ag~nistes,

From the time of

Sw~~Y..

Eliot's religious heroes all turned away from the

love of created beings to enter into some excJ.usive
relationship to God.

While in Murder in

~l~

Cathed ral,

Becket's de a th had a far-reachin g effect on the community
left behind, and while Harry's decision to "follow the
bright angels" also affected his family, direct involvement
in worldly affairs has no place on the road to salvation.
The spiritual elect may affect the lives of those around
them, but theyJ themselves,

are not affected by others;

their primary rel o.tlonship is to God.

Be gi nning t.Ji th The

.9_9. c kt~):~. _P s.~:.!.x.; Eliot seems to s uge;e s t that sal. vat ion is
possible without le a ving the world.

In this first comedy, he

offers both a mystical and a worldly path to salvation .and
insists, .
Neither way is better.
Both ways are necessary. It i~ also necessary
To make a choice between them.4 (p. 141)
This growing emphasis on man in relation to his society
reflects Eliot's concern with building the Christian
Community in the modern world.

The two effects on Eliot's

dramatic writing are (l) new acceptance of worldly as opposed
to other worldly roads to salvation, and (2) more concern
with the group and less with the individual.

David Jones

4All quoted passages from the 1950 edition of 'I' he
Cocktai! Party, published by rlarcou~t dr ace & Co.

8l.l

wr:i.tes,

11

The exceptional individual is no longer in the fore-

ground or in the centre of the design...

'l'he emphasis is upm

the salvation of the group and not an individual. 11 .5

In 'l'he

Cocktail Partx_, Eliot has not finally resolved his position
and so presents both the negative way (renunciation) in Celia,
th~

and the affirmative way (life in

world) in the Chamber-

laynes.
The play is not a perfect marriage of these alternatives, perhaps because Eliot was wavering in his own opin:i.ons
at the time of its conception.
I

In assessing focktail Party,

will argue that Eliot fails to persuade us of the validity

of both paths to salvation.

He also alienates a large part of

the audience from some crucial characters.
shortcomings, however, I

consider Cocktail

In spite of its
P~rty

1liot 1 s best

play.
Along vlith a nev.J dramatic form, and a nevJ theolo g ical
point of view to impart, Eliot pruned from his verse every
non-essential bit of poetry.

In .foetr][ and Drama. he writes,

I laid down for myself the ascetic rule to avoid poet~;
which could not stand the test of strict dramatic utility~
with such success, indeed, that it is perhaps an open
question whether there is any poetry in the play at all. 6
However, the verse pattern is not radically altered.

Eliot

follows the rules of three stresses and a caesura loosely
but regularly.
imagery.

\-Jhat has changed is the quality of the

No lines in Cocktail Party compare to Harry's,

"Where the dead stone is seen to be batrachian, The aphyllous

5Jones,
6

op. cit., p. 130.

Poetry and Dr&ma, p. 39o
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branch ophidlan."

The ,i magistic quality of the dialogue was

minimized, as Eliot strove for conversational directness.
From the time of this play on, Eliot is criticized for
removing the poetry from his plays.

Where before, critics

complained that the poetry was too thick, that it detracted,
now they complained that it was too thin.

Brooks Atkinson

wrote in the New York Times,
••• to me, it is insufficiently poetic. It needs
more eloquence, passion, and imaginative courage.
Eliot is writing about things that cannot be
adequately expressed in the earthbound cerebral
style he has deliberately chosen for his experiment. 7
Eliot must have felt exasperated and trapped between those
who see poetry as more important than the drama and look for
it~,

and those who feel any poetic phrase for its ovm sake

det1•acts fr•om the drama.

Since his own theories of drama

were in keeping with the second point of view, and since
The Cocktail Part;y: was a tremendous commercial success, thus
assuring the public audiences he had so long desired, Eliot
continued in lean verse for the rest of his playwriting
career.

In the later plays, notably

Th~

Confidentia.:l

C~.£r.Jf,

there is a certain poverty of language, a certain missing
richness which diminishes the drama.

In Cocktail P art1,

however, the language is still rich and emotionally
deepening.

In Act II, for example, Celia speaks of her

experience of love:
I have thought at moments that the ecstacy is real

7 Browne, op. cit., p. 244 •.
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Although those Hho experience it may have no reality.
For what happened is remembered like a dream
In which one is exalted by intensity of loving
In the spirit, a vibration of deli ght
Without desire, for desire is fulfilled
In the deli[iht of loving. ( p. 139)
This passage is poetic, but not imagistic like previous bliot
verse which is heavily laced with metaphor and analogy.

The

poetic quality :l..s rather that the rhythm and word choice
evoke a feeling which enhances the

drea~like

quality of the

passe.ge, and communicates to us that Celia is capable of
mystical experi.ence in a speci.al Hay.

Where hliot uses

images, they are simple images, not like "the aphyllous
branch ophi.dian.tt

They are none the less su.ggestlve; indeed,

they may be stronger because more direct and less esoteric.
Reilly:
To ; send them back: what have they to go back to?
To the stale food mouldering in the larder, ·
The stale thou ght s mouldering in their minds.
Each unable to disguise his own meanness
From himself, because it is known to the other.
It's not the knowledge of the mutual treachsry
But the knowledge that the other undergtands the motive-Mirror to mirror, reflecting vanity. · (p. 146)
The two images in this passage, mouldering food and reflecting
mirrors, are as strongly poetic and suggestive as any oi' his
earlier> verse •.

In fact, .:f:he Cocktail Par!!, more than any

other Eliot play, achieves in the verse form that perfect
balance of poetry and utllity that Eliot so much admired.
rl'he Cocktail Party has Euripides I Alces5-is as its
Greek model..

Eliot revealed this source in Poet.l:i[. and Drama,

and wrote that he was determined to use it, "merely as a
point of departure, and to conceal its origins so well that
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nobody would identify them until I pointed them out myself.n 8

Alcestis is the sbory of Heracles vi~it to the house of
AdrnetLls, which is in mourning for the death of Alcestis,
Admetus' wife.

She has died in place of her husbandto

appease the Fates.

Heracles behaves badly, singing,

drinking) and carrying on, because he does not know the
circumstances.

(The Unidentified Guest drinking gin and

singing One-Eyed Riley represents Heracles).

When he

realizes the situation, Heracles arranges to bring Alcestis
back from the grave.

Cockta~1. P~.tY.

:i.s not exactly parallel,

but borrows the death-rebirth imagery and equates the
spiritual agency, Henry, with the Greek agency Heracles.
The play opens on a cocktail party being given by
Edward .: a.n d La vln a. Chambe rJ. a yne s at which Lavlnia ls not
present~

:B.: d\·J a.rd makes up a story about a sick aunt, but

everyone knows that Lavinia has left him.

The party includes

Julia and Alex as the resident eccentrics, Celia and Peter·
as the beautiful young people, and an Unidentified Guest
whom no one knows, and who doesn't know anybody whom anyone
else v..nm-Js.
stays.

The party breaks up, and the Unidentified Gu.est

Edward confesses that Lavinia has left him and he

wants her back.

The Guest agrees to bring her back the next

day provided he ask her no questions about where she has been.

Celia returns and we learn that Peter loves Celia and

~dward

and Celia are having an affair, which ends during the course
of the scene because

~dward

has discovered he wants his wife
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back.

Act I closes with the return of Lavinia the following

afternoon, and before she has even unpacked she and Edward
are fightin g with each other a gain.

Edward's closing lines,

half comic, half agonized:
0 God, 0 God, if I could return to yesterday
Before I thou ght I had made a decision.
\v'hat dev:l.l left the door on the latch
For these doubts to enter? And then you came back, you
The angel of destruction -- just as I felt sure.
In a moment, at your touch, there is nothing but ruin.
0 God, v.1hnt have I done?
'r he python. 'l'he octopus.
Must I become after all what you would make me? (p. 1001

Act II takes place in the consulting room of
psychiatrist Sir Henry Harcourt-Re illy, the Unidentified
Guest of Act I.

He has three appointments that day, the

first with Ed\-Jard who comes saying he is sick and needs to
be s e nt to a sanatorium:
~-

She has ma de t h e world a pla c e I canno t live in
Exc e pt on he r terms. I must be alone,
But not i n the same world. So I want you to put me
Into your s anatorium. I could be alone there? (p. 112)

He refers, of course, to his wife.

Reilly introduces

to another of his patients, Lavinia.
sent Lavinia away

~dward

Reilly reveals that he

but not to the sanatorium, l.Jhich is

reserved for special people.

Reilly says Edward ts "much too

ill'' to go to the sanatorium, and Lavinia \vas too.

We

discover that Lavinia has been having an affair with Peter
Quilpe.

Peter of course, loved Celia.

loved Edward,

~dward

did not love her.

diagnose their problems.

And while Celia
Reilly begins to

Lavinia is afraid that no one could

ever love her, and Edward cannot love anyone:
And now you begin to see, I hope,
How mLlch you have in common. 'J.'he s ame isolation.
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A man who finds himself inc~pable of loving
And a woman who finds that no man can love her.

(p. 125)

Reilly tells .them, "The best of a bad job is all any of us
make of it -- Except of course, the saints -- such as those
who go to the sanatorium."

{p. 126)

Reilly sends EdHard and

Lavinia out together with tbe counsel, "Go in peace.
work out your sal vat Jon vJi t .h diligence."
Reilly lays down on his couch,

~nd

And

{ p. 128)
Julia comes in.

She has brought Celia for her visit with our ritual doctorgod figure.

Clearly Jul1a is in league with Henry in the

service of helping others achieve spiritual goals.

Celia

comes proclaiming that she, too, is sick, even though she
feels perfectly well.
of solitude, and
l~yn c s,

ls

[~

~ apablo

She has two

sense of sln,.

symptoms~

an awareness.

She, unlike the Chamber-

of loving but has not found a proper

object for her love.

She has come to realize that her affair

with Edward Has e.n illusion of love, but not its reality, and
feels like a child in a forest who discovers that the
playmate he thought he was with was an illusion.
But even if I find my way out of the forest
I shall be left with the inconsolable memory
Of the treasure I went into the forest to find
And never found, and which was not there
And perhaps is not anywhere'! But if not anywhere,
Why do I feel guilty at not having found it? (p. 138)
Reilly tells her that her condition is curable, but that she
must choose the method of treatment.

He can reconcile her to

the human condition where people forget the vision of something else that they may have had, and maintain themselves by
the common routine, avoiding ttexcessive expectation."

'l 'he

option is a blind journey, which requires the faith born of
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despo.ir, but \-; h:i.ch "leads

to~..Jard

sought for in the wrong place. 11

possession of what you have
(p.

141)

Celia chooses the second way, and Heilly decides to
send her to his sanatoriwn with the benediction.
Go in peace, my daughter.
Work out your salvation with diligence.
Julia and Alex,

th~

come in to dis cover

(p. 145)

third member of the guardian
11

everything is in order. tt·

tri~werate,

'l'he three

drink a toast, a "libation," Sir Henry calls it, which is a
blessing for the hearth, and for the traveler.
unfinished situation
Reilly:-

Alex:
Julia~

Still one

remains~

'l'here is one for whom the . words cannot be
spoken.
They cannot be spoken yet.
You mean Peter Quilpe.

{

'p.

150-l)

Act III takes place two years later, at another
cockt ai l p a.rty given by the Chamberlaynes.
arrivet .Alex after a trip to Kinkanja.

J"ulia and Alex

l~ter

Quilpe

unexpectedly appe ars after two years' absence, and shortly
afterwards Henry arrives.

Peter asks about Celia, and Alex

tells them all that Celia is
order·, "a very austere one."

dead~

She had joined a nursing

She was world.ng in a Christian

Village in Kinkanja, when an insurrection broke out between
the non-Christian natives who held monkeys sacred, and the
Christians who did not and who ate the monkeys.
Chrj_stians began to eat the Christians.
crucified "very near an ant-hill."
Peter is very upset.

The non-

Alex says Celia was

(p. 175)

For two years, his love for

Celia sustained his work and his life.

Edward and Lavinia
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gently begin to explain to him that he had an image

or

Celia

which was not really Celia, but what Peter wished her to

be~

Her death, Lavinia tells him, "brings you to the point at
rlhich you must begin. 11

(

p. 178)

Peter leaves to continue

his work after admitting that they are right about his
relationship to Celia, and

~hanking

his friends for their

counsel.
Some conversation about Celia's suffering and death
follows, and then they all drink a toast, to the Guardians.
Edward and Lavinia are left to wait for their other
guests, as the doorbell rings and tbe lights come downo
I have already mentioned the Greek source of the play
with its underlying myth structure of the
eye le ·•

.Til.~

death~reblr>th

f.s ckt a :tl .!:§ r:il can also be understood in

Christian terms..

The play is clee.rly about achieving

salvation, and two -v.J ays are explored, the negative vJay of
St. John of the Cross, and the affirmative way of life-inthe-world.

The characters in the play make up a Christian

community, each taking responsibility for the others, each
coming to support and help the others in their struggle.

The

Guardians, Henry, Alex, and Julia, help the Chamberlaynea and
Celia who, in turn, help Peter Quilpe -- Celia by sacrifice
and exaTI'lple, Ed,.1ard and Lavinia by interpreting their new
insights to Peter, and helping him to understand Celia's
gift.

The free-will destiny theme of lv!urder in the

~hedral

is again explored, for "''hi le both the Chamberlaynes and Celia

choose the paths they must take, elearly they are not suited
for each other's roles, and Henry says it is part of the
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pat.tern and, "They have accepted thei.r destiny."

(p. 179)

Sweeney Agonistes is more strongly related to The
Cocktail Party than to The

Fami1~

Reunion.

David Jones

writes,
In fact, with its party atmosphere and its telephone
conversations, Cocktail Pa~Y. seems almost to take up
where Sweeney left off, though of course, on a higher
social level and with i g&eat deal more subt~ty in the
development of character~'
The language in the opening scene is comparable with its
repetitiousness, inane dialogue, and heavy syncopation,.
Reilly's comic song adds to the music ha.ll qus.ll.ty of the
scene.

Beyond the atmosphere, we find again references to

natives, missionaries, cannibalism, and martyrso
r

If we

employ Conford 1 s categories, Henry becomes the ritual doctor

"

who brings about the spiritual cure through the death and
rebirth of' the sacPificial victim.

In SweeneJ:.:, the story of

the man who murdered the girl fails to convince Doris to
divest herself of the love of created beings, because the
fragments are incomplete.
martyrdom
beings

In Cocktail Party, Celia's

her way of divesting herself of love of created
is retold to Peter with some indication of an

effect on his life.

Both this play and The

represent the ideas and themes of

Sween~;[,

Fami~

Reunion

reworked to avoid

its problems.
As in Murder in the Cathedral and

~

Family Reunion,

a ritual is performed on the stage in which we as
vicariously participate.

9

audienc~

The toasts at the end of the second

Jones, op. cit., p. 128.
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and third acts take the place of the chants and runes in The
Family

Re~ion

to blend better with the natura.listic surface

of the play, but they are religious rituals in intent, and
give us the opportunity to
the world.
here::

cel~brate

the w0rklngs of . God in

Eliot's theory of levels is perfectly developed

A surface comedy, based on Greek comedy, with mythical

substructures, and a rich Christian symbolism, involving
living ritue,l.

In this last element, Eliot has prefigured,

to a limited extent, the audience participation of today's
av ant gardc

theatre~

II.

The characters, also, form a hierarchy of graded
religious sensitivity and awareness, but without rigidity.
During the course of the play, four characters are modified.
Peter is the least enlightened and represents the bottom
leveJ., eqt.w.l to th•3 Chamber1ayne8 and Celia, his development
is only hinted at by the final scenes, and not fulfilled.
Celia and the Chamberlaynes begin the play in spiritual
blindness and progress during the course of the action to
their Olvn particular spiritual enlightenment.
describes the Guardians:

'~he

Grover Smith

figuratively one-eyed Sir·

Henry and the broken-spectacled sibyllic Julia are interpreters of light to darkness." 10 Alex, of course, 11 has
connection."

These three are the top level (excluding God)

who understnnd their own destinies and others as well, and
who are able to help others find salvation.
each other, as the eye imagery shows.
10

They compliment

They work together as

Grover Smith, op. cit., p. 220.
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a team, and yet they are limlted hwna.n beings, too,
illustr~tted hy

broken lene.

Henry's "One-hyed Reiil"J' 11 and Julia's one
Henry says of Celia, "And \vhen I say to one

like her, 'Work out your salvation with diligence,' I do not
understand What I myself am say-ing." (p. 148)
Th~

Pa~...:i:l~.

Coclstail _I>arty_ avoids the difficulties of The

fi..ell:..!.1.2!2•

A Christian interpretation ls definitely

valid because the imagery and symbols are more concreteo

We

are told Celia has become a missionary in an austere order.
We understand that she turns toward God, but we were never
sure about Harry.

She has two years to come to a concrete

religious cormnitment, while Harry had ten stage minutes.

As

for• the Chamberlaynes, we knmv they are leadi!l.g Christian
live s ; although they make no conscious re li gio us proclamation.
I comrnented earlier that one reason Eliot wrote a
comedy was to allo·v-· subtle persuasion.

~ l''o.rn~.b

Heunl2]}

is so deadly serious that the message cannot be gentle c.

'l'he

other task, vJhich we noted in the Introductory chapter, :i.s
to keep the audience from identifying so concretely with the
characters and their situations that they miss the larger
signific11.nce of the drama.

~

problem of critical distancing.

Cocl\:tail Part;y_ handles this
Carol Smith writes,

'l'he marital arguments of Edward and Lavinia in
Sir Henry's office interviews with both sets of
characters are handled with methods of comedy and
deliberately flattened in order to ~iep the audience
awake to the symbolic implications.
Other problems in the play merit attention.

--·--·- ---11

Carol Smith, op. cit., p.

154.

Denis
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Dbnoghue dislikes the two alternative paths to salvation
shown in Celia and Lavinia.
One is tempted to wish that lt had been the same
woman who had t a ken up the two vocations in the one
act and the one situation. .Dli ot 1 s breakdm,m of · the
matter into two situations and two salvations represents a failure and an evasion .••. No rhefgrical law
demanded the crud.fixion near an ant hilJ.• ·He argues that the salvation path divisions are arbitrary
and mutually exclusive, thus damaging the play.
damages the play he does not say.

Why it

This view seems to

totally ignore Eliot's understanding of St. John of the Cross
and his very real belief that the choices are exclusive of
each

other~

Eliot does not believe it is possible to be

both a Lavinia and a Cella, and certainly depicts two
differ e nt women in his characterization.
have chos<:>n to b e

11

True, Celia could

reconcil e d to the hurr.s.n condi t.ion," but

clearly she had special gifts which made her different from
Lavinia, and whlch determined her destiny.

Dramatically,

Eliot has given us two women who chose two different and
exclusive ways to salvation.

Arguing Mr. Donoghue's point

is like arguing that a story should have a different ending
because one personally

the outcome provided by the

di~likes

authol'~

In The Cocktnil }arty,
fails at t ·wo points.
to-salvation motif.
valid.

~liot

1

s

dramatic communication

'J.'he first ls related to the t't<Jo-waysEliot

v~ants

both vJays to seem equally

We have already noted Henry's lines,

12 Donoghue, op. cit., p. 126, 129.
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Neither way is better.
Both ways are necessary. It is also necessary
To make a choice between them.
It is almost ·impossible to present the two ways as equally
desirable, equally worthwhile.

~ither

Celia is obviously

special and saintly from the beginning, in which case her
way appears more exalted than marriage , or she is portrayed
v.s ordinary in which case her uniqu:enesn is lessened and her

significance marred.

If Celia is special and unique, there

are lines and passages \vhich demean the other choice.
11

make the best of a bad jobtt is an example .

To

Henry's

characteriz a tion of marriage when he describes it to Celia
aggravates the

situation~

They ••• Are cont ente d with the morning that separates
And vd. th the evening tha t brin gs together
For cas ual tal k before the fire
.. ., Two peopJ.G -who knoH they do not u.nderRtBnct each othe!.-;;
Breeding children -whom they do not unde rstand
And who w:iLl never understand theme (p~ 140)
David Jones notes, ncritics have remarked with disappointment
that the new-found companionship of Edward and Lavinia
reveals itself in a series of cliches -- concern for the
comfort of the other, obvious compliments, and so on. 111 3
This reference to the third act overlooks the more lasting
indication of their• healing \·Jhich appears in their relationship to Peter Quilpe, but Jones does underscore how mundane
and insignificant their life may seem in comparison to
Celia's.
On the other hand, if Celia were directed to be more
ordinary, less special, the importance of her choice is no

13Jones, op. cit., p. 137.
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longer apparent.

Eliot intends to continue his exploration

of the relationship between the saints, martyrs, and
spiritually elect t.o the rest of the Christian community.
Making Celia pale destroys that part of the
also raises questions of motivation:-

cou~entary.

It

why did Celia do the

extraordinary things she did, why did she engage in such an
incredible sacrifice if she was so ordinary?
tend to become dramatically incongruous.

The plot would

Complicating thi.s

dilemma further, a portion of the audience will inevitably
identify Hith EdHard and Lavinia.

Eliot would wish them,

through exposure to his play, to move toward a fuller
appreciation of their own lives and an understanding of
Celia's kind of life, for,

~lthough

they do not share her

vision, they can appr e ciate and learn f'rcm it.

'l'hose

~1h.o

identify with Edward and Lavinia and do not see Celia as a
special character lose that part of the play's
Celia appears neurotic or fanatic or both.
resolution is possible.

meaning~

No perfect

Direction \vill make the difference

by avoiding either of these extremes, but perfect balance is
impossible.
The second problem is also a problem of communication,
and turns on Sir Henry Harcourt-Reilly.
outline the difficulty.

1'wo comments will

Grover Smith writes,

To some, as it did to the present writer, this may
take the form of hoping that the insolent Sir Henry,
the center of an anr10ying secret, mey be exposed as a.
quack for having exceeded measure ••• Sir Heni'Y might
possibly shovJ b:dward, 8.S an alternative to reuniting
him with Lavinia, a woy of spiritual rebirth, the
1 sa.nntorium. 1
But only the saints go to the

sanatorium •••
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1'4

The second sentiment is from Ivor Brown's review which
appeared in the Qbserver, shortly after the play opened.
I have rarely disliked anybody so rnb.ch as this
icy Healer of Mr. Eliot 1 s; though he is a medico
in murnbo-jumbo and the lnca.ntstions, too, and is one
of the three self~elected 'Guardians' together with
the Sneerwell (Julia) and a strangely unpleasant younc
man. If these cre a tures be the forces of righteousnes:, th~n 1 evi 1 be _ghou good' was my :eeaction to the
1
lon~s, vae,Sue se rmo.:1.
This hostility is provoked because of the concept of the
Guardians.
Plato 1 s

They are rather like the upper echeleon in

Repu~lig_,

an elect that kno'I-JS better what is good

for one than one does for oneself.

The Platonic association

also includes the concept of each person's proper station
beyond which he should not aspire.

Henry may be seen to

tak e . this kind of attitude with the ChRmberlaynes by not
offer>j.ng Celia 1 s choice as really possible for them.

An

audience of the t,,Jentieth century· treasures human freedom
as much as any other single value, and rejects the notion
that we are fixed at some predetermined level of development.
Viewers may resent the Guardians' role> especlally if they
themselves identify vd th the Chamberlaynes and yet feel that
the choi.ce of marriage is less significant than Celia's
choice.

One can almost hear the audience saying of the

Guardians,

11

M1at nerve t

\4ho do they think they are? 11

Some facets of the play attempt to compensate for
1 4·arover Smith, op. cit., p. 216, 225.

l5Prom Observer, August 28, 194.9 , as quoted by
Browne$ op. cit., p. 235.
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this problem.

The comic scenes involving Henry, Julia

and Alex are one attempt..
already quoted,

r~vealing

himself, is doing.

Another is Henry 1 s statement,
he is not always clear what he,

\men he lays down on his couch at the

end of Act II, he 1.s signalling that he, too, is human and
weak.

As evidenced from the criticism, however, these ploys

were not enough to offset holtility toward the characters.
Finally, the hostility is a flaw which gets in the way of
communicating the full message of Eliot 1 s
not completely avoidable.

play~

a flaw

These two problems work to gether,

so that if we consider the audience in terms of levels of

-

comprehension, \-Je find that the spiri tu.ally dormant members
of the audience may miss the significance of Celia's part
in the scheme.

The middle level people will experience

the degradation of everyday-existence and will probably
resent Henry and the Guardians.

Only those members of

the audience who are almost Guardians themselves will
escape both these problems.
write for Guardians alone.

And Eliot did not want to
Again he fails to fully

corr@unicate with a general publico
In spite of these failings, this play is a fine
achievement.

It is rich in many meanings and explores

life-in-community with fresh insights and great wit.
characters are ·full and complex.

The

'I'he language reinforces

the content without detracting the focus from it, and
the surface action is clever and polished.

Cocktail Par!Y-

may not eommunicate all that Eliot wi.shed, but it communicates
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a great deal.

CHAPTER VII
'l'HE CONFIDEWI.'IAL CLERK
If you want · to say something serious nowadays,
it's easier to say it in comedy than in tragedy.
People take tragedy seriously on t he surface.
They take comedy li ghtly on the surface but
seriously underneath.
1
-- T. S. Eliot
Eliot's next play which appeared in 19)3, was a
farce.

For the new play, Eliot decided to keep a comic

surface vJhile purging those elements which had proved
unpale.table in

Coc~t a il

Part,2.

That play had been criticized

foJ'. its m:in i ms.l diRruptlons in the na tu.ralist.ic surface.
Eliot responded by eliminating all ritual celebration from
his neH play.
dubbed

~n

'I'he third act of

Cockta.i~ .E~rtx

had been

epilog ue by some critics, and this criticism had

been lodged against his earlier plays, too, including
in the Cathedral and

Th~

Famil;'i, ReunlQ!l•·

Ivlur~

Eliot had failed to

convince the critics that the consequences of the crucial
choices made by the main characters in these plays were as
important and dramatically sound as he thought they were.
Eliot must have felt smug launching his new play, secure in
the knowledge that no one could possibly fault him on the old
criticism, since everything remains unresolved until the last
act.
1

Carol Smith, op. cit., p. 18).
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The Confidential Clerk is;; in my ju.dgment, Ellot 1 s
weakest

play~

The verse is sterile and limited, and the

characterization bland.

Farce genre severely

limi~s

the

impact of the play by undercutting its seriousness and transcendent meanings • . Eliot's ideas are interesting and his
dramatic intentions consistent with earlier vwrk, but the
play is not profound nor fertile with fresh insights or
techniques.
The Confidential Clerk revolves around confused

--------·-

identities~

questions of parentity, unexpected reversals, and

final resolution of all mysteries.

Sir Claude Ivlulhammer has

hired Colby Simpkins to become his confidential clerk because
his old one, a dear and trusted friend, is retiring.

We

learn that Colby is Sir Claude 's illegitimate so n, and that
he hopes Lady Elizabeth will like Colby well enough to adopt
him ..
~nter

Lucasta Angel and B. Kaghan.

She is a ward of

Sir Claude's who calls everybody by their first name and
can't keep money in her pocket for more than two days.

Colby

finds her incredible:
Colby:
Eggers on:

And does she call Lady Elizabeth Lizzie?
Well, not 1!? her presence.
been there.
(p. 2)

Not when I've

Kaghan is an up-and-coming young man about town, and Lucasta's
fiance.

Lucasta is out of money and came up to complain that

she has just lost her job -- again.
2 All quotations from the 19)4 edition of Harcourt
Brace and vJorld.
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Lady Elizabeth surprises everyone by immediately
liking Colby. -- in fact, she decides that she once interviewed Colby and told Slr Claude to hire him.
The play settles
son.

dow~

for a scene between father and

Sir Claude remarks that Lady Elizabeth will probably

like Colby so well that Colby will take the place of her dead
son (also illegitimate, we later learn).

Sir Claude is

anxious to ask Colby how he likes his new vJOrk, and v1e learn
that Colby is a disillusioned organist who gave up music
because he could not be as good as he wanted to be. ' Colby
likes his new work, but is puzzled by lts effect on him.
To find there is something that I can do
So remote from my previous interests.
It g~vcs me, in a way, a kind of self-confidence
I've never had before. Yet at the same time
It's rather• di.2turbing. I don't mean the work:
I me an about myself. As if I '\·iBS becoming
A different person. (p. 45)
Sir Claude confesses tha t he had wanted to be a potteri but
was also second-rate.

He describes his sense that art,

11

If

it is an escape, is escape into living, Escape from a sordid
world to a pure one ••••

I want a world where the form is the

reality, of i..Jhich the substantial is only a shadow."·

(p. 47)

Sir Claude gave up potting because his father wanted him to
take over the family business, and come to accept this
profession in time, although not while his father was living.
Sir Claude says,
But after his death, and then it was too late,
I knew that he was right. .And all my life
I have been atoning. To a dead father,
Who had always been right. (p. 48)
Sir Claude came to believe he did no·t have enough talent to

10!~

be really creative, so he reconciled himself to something
which he could do well, although he could not love it.
keeps

hi~

He

pieces of pottery in a private room to which he can

reti.re, and which gives him the sense of another world.

ni

suppose it takes the place of religion ••• I dare say truly
religious people ••

D

can find some unity.«

(p. 50)

Act I

closes with Colby's confession that ''something in me rebels
against accepting such condition."

(p • .51)

There is much

which he shares with his father, but there is also something
missing, because he does not think of Sir Claude as his
father but only as his protector or

patron~

In Actii, Lucasta and Colby have become friends.
The se enc opens on Colby playing the piano for her.
talks

~o

He

her &bout her in s ecurity, about how afraid she is

that people will not see her as a person.
has no inner world, no ":secret

She tells him she

garden.'~

No, my only garden is ••• a dirty public square
In a shabby part of London -- like the one where I lived
For a time, with my mother. I've no garden.
I hardly feel that I'm even a person:
Nothing but a bit of living matter
Floating on the surface of the Regent's Canal. (p. 63)
Colby's garden is his music and Sir Claude's is his pottery.
Colby suggests that Eggerson has the most real garden.
a literal garden, and he doe sn 1 t feel alone there.

It is

When he

comes out he brings "marrows, or beetroot, or peas" for his
wife.

The scene between the Lucasta and Colby is analogous

to Mary and Harry 1 s scene in The Famil;y Reunion.

'l'his pair

struggles to understand each other, and Luca.sta confesses to
Colby that she is Sir Claude's illegitimate daughter.

Colby,

know lng what he does of his

O\·Jn

past, is vis i b1y shocked.

Lucasta interprets the shock as disgust, feels horribly
rejected, and leaves.

As in The

Famil~

Reunion, there is a

lyric quality about the scene, greatly diminished in poetic
quality however, which is suddenly interrupted by strong
discord.

The solution to Colby's problem is not love for

Lucasta, who is suddenly his

siste~e

Lady Elizabeth comes to visit Colby to inspect the
color scheme in the flat, and engages him in conversation
about his life with his Aunt, Mrs. Guzzard in Teddington.
When Sir Claude arrives with notes for a speech he
wants Colby to write, Lady hlizabeth informs him that Colby
is her lost child.

Sir Claude is flabbergasted.

Lady

ElizalJeth elaims she recognized the name Guzzard and the
town Teddington as being the forgotten names.

Sh~

apparently

entrusted her infant son to some woman years before, and then
forgot her name and address.

Sir Claude tells her that he is:

Colby's father and that her story is impossible.
tell her before because of Lucasta.
child was enough.

He did not

He thought that one such

Sir Claude and Lady Elizabeth suggest that

they both treat him as their son, but now Colby decides that
while it does not matter for them whose child he is, it
matters to him.

"One can live on a fiction -- but not on

such a mixture of fiction and fact....
son I am."

(p. 100)

I want to kno\<J whose

'i'he only alternative is to contact

Mrs. Guzzard and discern the trutho
Act III unravels all the mysteries.

£ggerson comes

up from his home in the country to preside over the
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inquisition of Mrs. Guzzard.

The scene opens on the library,

where Lady Elizabeth and Sir Claude .are talking.

Lady

Elizabeth says she hopes Mrs. Guzzard will say Colby is
Claude 1 s son because she, Elizabeth, won't have to believe
her.

"I don 1 t believe in facts.

difference between us."

You do.

(p. 105)

rrhat is the

Sir Claude tries to

explain why he places so much importance on facts, and tells
his Hife of his ambition to be a potter.
she always wanted to inspire

a.n

artlst.

Elizabeth confesses
They have never

shared these things before, and suddenly they are sharing,
and listening to each other.

Eggerson arrives and the

situation is explained to him.

Lucasta comes in to apologize

to Colby for flying out of his apartment and to announce that
she arid B. are getting married.

She hears that both Claude

and ElizAbeth believe Colby to be their son, which explains
Colby 1 s shock at her identity.
Finally Mrs. Guzzard arrives to tell them that she
did take in a foundling, and that the payments stopped coming
very suddenly.

But this child was adopted by a neighbor

family and his name was Barnabas Kaghan.

SlovJly everyone

realizes that B. is Lady Elizabeth 1 s son.

Mrs~

Lady Elizabeth she has had her wish for a son

Guzzard tells

fulfilled~

Then she turns to Colby and asks him if his wish is fulfilled.
Colby says it would be easier, since he cannot really imagine
parents at all, if his father were,
(p. 148)

11

a dead obscure man."

Ivlrs. Guzzard announces that he shall have his wish,

that Colby 1 s father was Herbert Guzzard,

a

disappointed

musician, and that Claude 1 s child was never born due to the
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death of it's mother.
Sir Claude is understandably upset, but hastens to
assure Colby that nothing is changed about his position as a
confidential clerk.

Colby, however, will f6llow his father

and return to music, by becoming a church organist.

Eggerson

just happens to know of an opening for an organist in his
church, and prophecies that Colby will not stop as organist,
but will one day "be thinking of reading for orders."
(p. 156)

Sir Claude is the only one who has not really

received what he asked for, and the play closes with Claude's
plaintive query about Mrs. Guzzard,
Don't leave me Lucasta.
Eggerson:

Do ;rou really believe her?

(p. 159)

This hi ghly contr:i.ved play was based upon the Greek comedy by
Eur'ipide s, I

on..

In this play, Apollo has fa the red Creusa 1 s

child and Creusa has abandoned him and married Xuthus.

Years

later, when Creusa and Xuthus go to the oracle at Delphi to
ask for help in having a child, Apollo appears to Xuthus and
tells him the first boy he meets will be his natural son.
Apollo had rescued his son, Ion, from Creusa's abandonment
and taken him to live at Delphi as a servant of Apollo.
Xuthus meets Ion, but when the Chorus tells Creusa of
Xuthus 1 new son, she is

v~ry

jealous and tries to kill him.

The altar priestess reveals the truth, and Apollo sends
Pallas Athene to collaborate the story.
In 1'he Confidential Clerk, Colby is analogous to Ion
who is the subject of opposing parental claims.

Elizabeth

and Claude are Creusa and Xuthus, and Fallas Athena becomes,
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Mrs. Guzzard.

Alison Leggatt, who played Mrs. Guzzard,

recalls that Eliot told her the character "is a mixture of
Pallas Athene and a suburban housewife. 113 The Greek source
supports a Christian interpretation of the play.
the son of God just as Ion was the son of Apollo.
involves his search for his Father.

Colby is
'l'he drama

The experience of another

reality in art which both Colby and Sir Claude speak of, is
religious experienceQ

While Claude has given up that

reality for the everyday business world, Colby seeks a
greater intensity of religious experience throughout the
play and finds it in the end by affirming his music.
Eggerson prophecies tha t he may go into the cler gy, and the
religious connection becomes explicit.

Colby is not as

as Harry nor as mystical as Celia.

tor~ented

His way to

salvation does not involve harsh deprivations, suffering,
and death.

He is only slightly more than ordinary, and his

path takes him away from the love of created beings like
Lucasta or the dulhammers, but to a parish priesthood, not a
missionary sacrifice.

Ivlrs. Guzzard reveals the divine plan

behind Colby's dissatisfaction with his role as confidential
clerk and son to Sir Claude, and Eggerson takes over as
Colby's adopted father because he is the most perfect
Christian of the group.

He is able to relate the reality of

his garden -- religious life, to his wife -- secular life.
In terms of myth, the play is about the spiritual
rebirth of Colby after his triumph over the danger of losing
3

Braybrooke, edo, op. cit., p. 79e
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. his true identity.

The garden imagery with its talk of new

growth supports the myth, and the spiritual agents who aid in
the rebirth o'f the spiritual pilgrim are Eggerson and Mrs.
Guzzard.

The levels are well integrated in this play, so

that they should not be considered in isolation.

Levels of

awareness in the characters are also blurred, for there are
no severely limited characters and all make changes during
the play.

Lucasta comes to accept herself and her life with

B.; Elizabeth and Claude begin to share their lives together.
Eggerson understands what is happening and is

example of

ro1

the integrated life, but he is not radically different from
the others, and he takes only a passive role in Colby's life
compai•ed to thE:J GuE\:t:•dians in Cockta..:.il. Fa_:r_tY.:O

The characters

display, rather than graded levels of religious sensibility,
alternative responses to the terms of life -- the
11

facts~

The

facts 11 include the human condition vJith its weakness, thirst

for religious experience, finitude, loneliness, etc.
Claude faces the facts.

That is, he accepts the

terms that life thrusts off onto him because he is not
strong enough to impose his own terms on life.

He keeps a

separate room for his ceramics -- a split in his life between
spiritual and secular.

Claude believes choosing his father's

business was being practical, conforming to reality.

But he

is refusing what is most real; his divine calling and
vocation to pottery, and in this sense he is not realistic at
all.

Elizabeth represents the other extreme.

face any facts.

She refuses to

She travels the world over seeking furtively

for answers in occult religion or health cures, which she
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already knovJs "Jill not yield answers.

She denies reality,

both secular and r·eligious and tries to impose an order on
reality through the exercise of her will.

She is the comic

counterpart to Amy · of The FamiJ.Y. Reunion, because she tries,
through mastery of her will, to master the world.
and Lucasta stand

bet\~een

B. Kaghan

the extremes of the Mulhamrners.

1'hey are not strong enough to try to transform the world :tn
their own image, like Lady Elizabeth tries to do.

Nor are

they able to accept whatever is imposed on them by circumstances.

Both need acceptance and love.

Lucasta. is

constantly hungry, a symbolic longing for spiritual

lo~e,

for acceptance from a God which will not leave her garden
11

a d:\.rty public square. 11

B. and Lucasta are both spiritually

and b.tJ111anly impoverished until they discover each other.
Eggerson has managed to unify his life between his spiritual
garden and the world because he brings live growing things
out of it for others.

He brings a spiritual underpinning to

everyday life which allows the two realities, religious and
secular, to merge into an integrated whole.
Eliot is exploring the problem of contemporary
identity in this play.

No radical solutions are presented,

no suffering, no death.

The characters are ordinary people

making finite human progress toward a better Christian life.
Eliot attempts to show us through the small steps of his
characters that spiritual growth is a process of small steps
which we can shareo
'l'he verse in 1'he Confidential _g}erk is modified and
limited, even in relationship to The Cocktail

Part~.

I have
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already noted how from the time of this play on, Eliot
received much criticism because he pruned the poetry in his
later plays to almost non-existent levels.
Conf~dentia.l

In The

Clerk, there is less poetry than any other play •.

Eliot abandons adherence to the three stress -- one caesura
pattern he had heretofore used.

Director E.. Martin Brmme

remarks,
It is more difficult for the actors to establish
their sense of the rhythm as they read ., because there
is so little to make it seem inevitable or to show
4
what are the heights to which it is designed to rise.
"I should become aware of someone walking l-Ji th me.
(p. 65)

11

It would seem to be just as correctly scanned,
"I should become aware of someone walk1ng with me ."

This random example serves to question the exj.stenee of any
recognizable verse pattern in this play.

Browne remembers

a broadcast performance of the play soon after its
stage production, in which the director had obviously
asked for complete naturalism. It was disastrous.
The .meaning of the play went out of the window wi~h
its style, and the result was an improbable bore.
Natural rhythm is not in question, because many of our prose
writers establish a rhythm in their work -- Pinter and
Beckett come

in~ediately

to mind.

But a discernable,

repeated verse pattern is impossible to pin down in
Confidential Clerk.

If there is no set verse pattern, the

argument becomes somewhat academic, because poetic drama
may also refer to writers like Synge and 0 1 Casey, whom we are
l~ Browne,

5Ibid.,

op. cit., p. 302.

P• 304.
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always calling poetic.

It is more judicious to suspend the

argument about the play's language, and simply ask if the
later plays,

~his

one in particular, have an all-over impact

as strong as the earlier

as moving, as poetic in the

broadest sense of the word.

Two factors work together to

limit the impact of Confideptial _Q.lerk.

The first is that,

as I have already noted, the dramatic situation is much more
ordinary.

The plot is complicated enough, but the everyday

characters make limited changes and are involved in stereotype problems of farce.

Less poetry inheres in the action.

Secondly, when the amount of poetry is decreased and the
verse discipline is relaxed, the intensity drops .

El:l.ot

always insisted th.at poetry existed to enrich the feeling
tone of the drama, to increase the intensity of the dramatic
moment.

A decrease in poetic language an d a corresponding

drop in the intensity of the. action renders 'l'he
Cl~rk

Conf :~.£entl~~1

a rather ordinary play with some good ideas and a few

interesting passages.
Another more important problem wj_th The

Conf~dent

ial

Cler_!f prevents the play from communicating the layers of
meaning which form the "message."
for the play, the farce.

The problem is the form

In this play, if one cannot take

the surface action seriously, the deeper meanings evaporate.
The spiritual growth which the characters make depends upon
plausibility because the action holds the promise of a happy
ending.

If that plot changes, the meaning changes.

Since

the turn of events is equated with the diVine plan and the
will of God, the events must not seem preposterous or the
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audlence will dismiss the play saying, "Yes, but it doesn't
happen that way in real life."

If one can 1 t take the play

sel'ious1y, one cannot take the will of God very seriou.sly and
the farce actually plays into contemporary religious doubts.
The other plays avoid this trap.

In

~:he

Cocktail PE!,£ty, for

instance, could Sir Henry manage to get all those people to
go to him for consu.ltation while hi prescribed spiritual
cures?

Bu.t believability was not important for the meaning

of the drama that each of us must work out our salvations,
1/

and that a committed body of Christians may help us do it.
The Confidential

~~

however, is dependent upon the

identities being exactly as Hrs. Gu.zzar>d reveals them or else
Colby might very we:l have remained as confidential clerk to
Sir~ ·

Cl8.ude; 'verse yet

)I

might have turned cut to be his son,

in which case his identity would have been incompatible with
the will of God and Colby's true wishes.

The symbolic fabric

is utterly destroyed if we tamper with the plot.,
Grover Smith has advanced an elaborate argu.ment that
Mrs. Guzzard is lying, or at least, that we have no reason
to believe her.
Nevertheless, at one time or the o~her, she has
been a liar. And if she is truthfu.l now, she has
suddenly become eccentric. For a quarter of a century
she has been corrunitting a punishable crime for• money,
and ju.st at the moment of greatest reward for herself,
her son, and the man she has been swindling, she
throws away the whole game. And for what?. for conscience? No, for the appeasement of Colby's whim that
he had rathgr be the son of a dead man than of a
living one.

6

Grover Smith, op. cit., p.

241~
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Smith thinks that Colby is "equally well off whether she is
telling the truth or not •••

Paradoxically, he is enjoying a
'make believe,' just as Sir Claude has tried to do. 117 It

makes a very crucial difference whether Mrs. Guzzard is
telling the truth or not, because if she is not, Eliot is
using irony to mock his ovm position.. The play then becomes
an essay in Sartrian existentialism, where the truth does not
matter as long as we choose our own life, and God is excluded
from the universe of discourse.

The problem of knowing the

will of God comes back to haunt us in the same way that it
did in Hurder in the Ce.thedra);.•

Instead of a demons tra ti on

of the divine plan, we may have seen a huge human hoax.

The

only way around this ambiguity is to argue that if we accept
the• convention3 cf farce, vJe simply accept the truth of the
events without question.

To this I reply that at least one

scholar-critic did not seem to manage to simply accept the
farce conventions without questioning.

Further we can point

out that this amounts to asking the audience to "suspend
disbelief" which becomes tantamount to suspending religious
disbeliefs, as I have already argued that the meaning iS too
caught up in the form for them to be separate in this play.
Th<:_ Confidenti.al Clerk is a religious parable designed to
convey the precept, "If you look into your heart, my children,
you will find your vocation."

Unfortunately, if the parable

is full of holes, it is difficult not to suspect the precept
of a similar condition.

7

Ibid., p. 236.

CHAPTER VIII
. THE ELDER STATESl1AN
To you I dedicate this book, to return as best I can
With words a little p art of what you have given me.
The words mean what they say, but some have a further
meaning
For you and me only.
1
-- T ~· S. Eliot

1££

Elder

States~

was Eliot's last play, but it

signaled a new beginning, and surely if Eliot had lived, his
future endeavor s would have been very different from his
earlier ones,

This last play is not well considered by the

crit f cs; largely because the subject matter of t h e play
departs from earlier Eliotian concerns;
the poet wrote about human love.

for the first time,

The play emphs.sizes inter-

personal relationships instead of those between man and God ...
In these matters, Eliot was a novice, even at seventy-one.
He detested mixing personal life with public life, yet his
marriage to Valerie

Fletche~

in

1957

which he took in this last play.

affected the course

The people who knew Eliot

personally have commented in a variety of books and articles
on the happiness of his marriage.

Eliot had begun to write

Elder Statesman before his marriage, and E. Martin Browne
traces the relationship between the poet and his work.
1

From the dedication to his wife which appears in
The hlder Statesman.

1.16

His new-found happiness was already reflecting
itself in the play. The relationship between Charles
and Monica had hardly been defin~d; their only scene
in the Rest Cure had concerned itself solely with
Claverton. Now, they were to have a series of scenes
in the first and last Acts, _ in -which their love for
each other was to be dramatized ••• it ha d not been
envisag ed in the ori ginal plan -- there is no trace
of it in the synopses. And Eliot himself was as yet
an amateur in happiness ••• the scenes do not flm-J
with professional ease. More re-writing a~d cutting
went on here than in any part of tGe play.·
·
I am not attempting to excuse the play, but to understand why
the poet changes at this time of his life, and in what way
these changes affect his work.

Not only does Eliot depict

human love, his theological intentions also changee
Sta~esm~

Elder

is the only play tha t supports solely the aff:Lrma-

tive \-Jay to salvation, and turns it's back completely on
St e John of the Crosse

'rhe Confidential Clerk moved in this

direc t io n , but Colby was to become a pr·iest 0.nd live a
celibate life, which is still to divest oneself of the love
of created beings, at least symbolically.

This last play

does not call for renunciation, but rather for reconclliation
with the world.

These changes, however, are the greatest

problem areas in the play.
The Elder

Sts.t~sman

is based on

In that play, Oedipus is old and dying.

OediJ2~

at Colontls.

His faithful

daughter Antigone leads him to the sacred grove of the
Eumenides where he will die after having expiated his sins.
Monica is Lord Claverton' s faithful daughter vJho leads him to
Bagley Court, where he dies after coming to terms with his
2_

bro-vme, op. cit., p. 317.
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own life.
Monica will not marry Charles, her fiance, as long as
her father needs her.

She will take her father to Bagley

Court for a "rest cure."

His s.i ckness is, · as Honica describes

it, "his terror of being alone ••• his fear of being exposed
to stranger s." 3

(p. 19)

Lord Claverton comes in for tea,

and Honica cautions him to rest and to take life easily.

He

replies,

No, I've not the slightest longing for the life I 1 ve left
Only fear of the emptiness before me •.•
A fear of the vacuum, and no des ire to fill it. ( p. 2!.~)
Senor Gomez arrives to see Lord Claverton with a letter of
introduction.

He used to be Fred Culverwell, a friend of

Claverton 1 s from Oxford days.
na~e,

too:

Claverton has changed his

it was Dick Ferry before he took his wife's name.

Gomez is an opportunist who made his money in questionable
ways, and Claverton is contemptuolls of him.,

Notv Gomez is an

old and lonely man, and retllrns to see Claverton whom he
holds responsible for his own corruption.
Gomez:

You led me on at Oxfo0d, and left me to it.
/ And so it came about that I was sent doe:n
Vlith the consequences which you remember:
A miserable clerkship -- which your father follnd for
me,
And expensive tastes -- which yoll had fostered to me,
And eqllally llnfortunate, a talent for penmanshipo
(p. 39)

Gomez spent time in jail for forgery, and when he was
released, he married, moved to South America and changed his
name.

J

Gomez begins ch:i.pping at Claverton 1 s image of

successflll elder statesman, sllggesting its fralldulency.

3

All quotations from the 1964 Noonday editiono
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Gomez reminds him that he ran over .an old man one ni ght when
they were at Oxford and did not stop.

Claverton accuses

Gomez of bla.c"I.unail 1 but Gomez says he \~ants only Cla vert on 1 s
company,. because he is lonely.
I 1 ve been trying to make clear that I only want your
friendship! •••
1 1 m a lonely man, Dick, with a craving for affection.
All I want is as much of your company,
So long as I stay he re, as I ca n get.
And the more I get, the longer I may staye (p. 47)
In Act II, Claverton meets Hrs. Carghill at Bagley Court,
formerly actress Maisie Montjoy.
Claverton, who had jilted her.

She had been in love with
Maisie produces all of

Claverton's old letter s and Claverton once a gain s peaks of
blackmail.

Hrs. Carghill is just li ke Gomez, howev er.

She

is bitter, and yet she is mostly lonely.
Michael , Claverton's son arriv es .
job for b Ed .n g

11

He h as . l ost hi s

too familiar with one of the g irls," and for

doing his menial job badly, and for g ambli ng .

Hichael is

the picture of what Claverton must have been in his youth :
reckless, intense, rebellious.

In rebelling against the

image of his father as elder statesman, Hichael is unvJittingly slipping into his father's true image of earlier
years.

Michael wants money to leave the coUJ."ltry and speculateu

Gomez reappears and begins to establish a relationship with
Hichaelo

Lord Claverton is upset; Honica wants him to escape

from all these old friends, whom she calls "those awful
people."

But Claverton says,

What I want to escape from
Is myself, is the past. But what a CO\-Jard I am,
To talk of escaping! And what a. hypocrite!
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A few minutes ago I was pleading with Michael
Not to try to esc~pe from his own past failure.
When Act III opens, Charles is visiting Monica.

(p. 97)

Lord

Claverton enters and tells Monica that he has been playing
roles and hiding his true self all his life.

He w.as afraid

Honica would stop loving him if she knew the truth.

He has

made the decision to tell her all about himself, to confess
his failures.

Claverton tells Honica. and Charles that he is

responsible for the weaknesses of his two old friends through
his perversion of their love for him.

He tells them about

the night he hit the old man and did not stop.
had always been haun ted by guilt.

Claverton

He claims responsibility

for Gomez' vices, and adrni t s breach of promise to l'-'I rs o
Carghill.
very g re a t.

Monica and Charles tell him that his s ins are not
But Claverton knows

It 1 s h a rder to confess the sln that no one believes in
Than the crime that everyone can appreciate.
For the crime is in rel a tion to the law
And the sin is in relation to the sinnero
·what has made the difference in the last five minutes
Is not the heinousness of my misdeeds
But the fact of my confession. And to you, Monica,
To you, of all people (p. 110)
In the final scene, Gomez, Hrs. Cargh:i.ll, and JVI ichael
are all present.

Gomez is going to take Michael to South

Ameri.ca and give him a job.
boy not to go.

Nor can he effect a reconciliation, even

though he promises,
repudiate me. 11

Claverton cannot convince the

(

11

I shall never repudiate you, Though you

p. 120)

I'1 onica and Charles want Claverton

to leave Bag ley Court, but he refuses.
This may surprise you: I feel at pe ace now.
It is the pe ace that ensues upon contrition
When contrition ensues upon knowledge of the truth. (p.l29)
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Claverton goes to take a stroll, with a glance of farewell.
Monica and

Charla~

renew their pledgci of love.

Monica says

her father is under the beech tree, "though he has gone too
far to return to us."

And Charles says, "The dead has

poured out a blessing on the living .. " (p. 131)
The verse form in
Confid~tial

~lder

Clerk in paucity.

without poetic metaphor.

Statesman resembles
'l'he words convey the ideas

Rhytrun is present in the speech

patterns of the characters, "but almost never rises above the
kind of comm.onplace phrase that such a person would
subslst one 11

4

The love scenes between Monica and Charles exhibit
the gr-eatest lnadequacy.

David Jones wr i tes,

••• but the passage is so paeked with ideas a11d so
thin in its image r_x t hat its effe~t is li a ble to be
somewhat appositely cerebral unless the a cting c:an
make the necessary compensation ••• The lovers do not
share the richness of their experience with us; the
secret meaniggs elude us and what remains is inclined
to be banal.
·
One can make the same criticism of Elder Statesman that was
made about The Confidential

Cler~:.

the language does not

heighten and intensify the dramae
Lack of dramatic tension is the overall problem.
Grover Smith writes,

11

The action of the play drags.

The

utility of Michael as a character is unconvincing, and the
climax ls blurred.

Act three •••• is weak because the tension

4Jones, op. cit., p. 206.

5Jones, op. cit., p. 197.

1.21

is further reduced$"

6

With regard to the action, the turnlng

point of the play is Claverton's decision to confess his past
to Monica..

This decision takes place in his mind during an

inner struggle, and the entire process takes place off stage.
At the end of Act II, we know Claverton is beginning to feel
like a. coward and a hypocrite, and at the beginning of Act
III he has decided on a reversal.

The potentially most

dramatic scene is eclipsed, is not even seen.
v /

Secondly, when

Claverton does confess to Honica, there is no tension because
there is no doubt that Monica will accept and love him.
Originally, before Eliot got married and decided to write the
love scenes, he intended Monica to be more ambivalent in her
feelings toward her father and to show some resentment toward
him hecHuse she had to take care of him rather than :na.rry_ 7
This characterization changed during the writing of the play
until Honica became a fixed character undergoing no change at
all during the play.
The confession scene, is therefore emptied of
dramatic conflict and tension.

The third dramatic moment,

Claverton 1 s death, takes place off stage without even an
equivalent to Amy's final cry in The Familr Reunion ..
The play's incongruity is that Lord Claverton 1 s
confession affects no one but himself.

Monica's love remains

constant, Michael remains estranged, and Gomez and Hrs.
Carghill are ignored.

6

This is a real mistake for a play

Grover Smith, op. cit., p. 247.

7Browne, op. cit., p. 309.
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which \.J&.nts to emphasize the healing power of Christian love.
Focusing on Claverton's condition and his cure through
confessibn and acceptance is valid, but the author should
not allow the rest of the action to be static.

Human love

does not seem to be able to heal Claverton's relationship to
Michael.

Confession is successful only where there is love

already.

The transforming quality of love disappears, and

all that remains is that Claverton dies with a clear
conscience~

intensified..

In the case of Gomez and Carghill, the problem
Grover Smith writes,

11

Claverton, troubled by

his role in their past, is indifferent to their future,
though neither has wronged him so much as he has wronged
them.

He makes no atoning gesture. 11

Carg~i ll

8

True, Gomez and Mrs.

are trying to hurt Claverton, but it is also true

that Gomez is lonely and has made appeals for friendshipe
Mrs. Carghill, in her constant reminiscence of how beautiful
she once was, is appealing for affirmation.

Loving one's

enemies is part of Christian love, and where one has caused
them pain, there is a kind of obligation to set it right.
Claverton makes no attempt at all to
fact, he ignores them.

11

set things right," in

They have no effect on him.

Claverton

goes to his grave in peace without a lingering sense of
responsibility.
These incongruities together determine that the play
can communicate a story about a particular man and his
confession before death, but they prevent the play from
8

Grover Smith, op. cit., p. 248.
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communicating a model of Christian love and truth with
consequences for the entire community.

Clearing one's

conscience before one dies _is not really moral unless it
involves genuine concern for the people one wronged.

The

religious hypocrite is the man who is a.f'raid to die before he
has confessed his sins and received absolution.

Obviously,

Eliot does not intend us to see Claverton this v1ay., but I
view wi.th skepticism this man who has been so afraid to die
before and is not afraid now, and who has done no more than
confess his sins and promise not to sin

a.galn~

Even though The Elder St a tesman is not by itself an
important play, it allol..JS us to see Eliot 1 s development away
from the ascetic theological positions of his early work.
The t 'rf.:nd :1. n hi s
naturali~m

i:JOrk

a1-Jay from heavy poetry and

is continued.

tovial~d

Gomez and Hrs. Carghill are really

ghosts, but ty introducing them into the action, Eliot avoids
the problem of staging spectrese
One thing more:

this play pays tribute to Eliot, the

man, who never rigidified in his thinking, and vJho expressed
in his work what he took to be the truth of his life.
Hopefu.lly, Eliot would not be too annoyed at that comment.
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